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South Fulton 'Secret' School Plan Untrue, Bat11::.s;:;enderson Say
*1

Jottings from - -.

Jo's
Notebook
CBC - - - A Vital Organization!
On hundreds of mornings during the last
10 years, the late Whitney Young had traveled through the Harlem ghetto on a train that
took him from his home in New Rochelle,
N. Y. to downtown Manhattan.
"I think to myself," he once said on that
train, "should I get off and stand on 125th
Street cussing out Whitey to show I am
tough? Or should I go downtown and talk
to an executive of General Motors about
2,000 jobs for unemployed Negroes?"
Young always chose to seek out those
jobs, and if militants called him an "Uncle
Torn" for his efforts, he'd shrug and say,
"Yeah, well they've got the jobs."
Monday night, as I sat in a meeting at
the Community Center -I couldn't help but
think of Whitney Young as I saw and heard
a handsome, very articulate, and extremely
capable young lady accomplish a feat that
has scarcely before succeeded in these twin
cities.

"There is no plan nor move—nor has there. surd. "we not only have no
secrets from the citizens of
ever been one—to create a city or independent, South
Fulton, but it
would
school district in South Fulton." This specific, be impossible
if we even constatement was made to The News last weekend by• sidered the matter," Henderson told The News. "This matHarold Henderson, Jr., chairman of the Obion Co., ter
would have to pass the
Board of Education, in response to a query rais-. Legislature in Nashville, and
then
come to a vote of the
ed at a meeting last Thursday night by a South*
People," he commented.
Fulton citizens group at the One and All Club.
Henderson did point out that
The meeting at the One and All Club at- both the Legislature and the
State Department of Education
tended by approximately 25 South Fulton citi- are
a campaign every
zens who had signed the petition to vote out the; year waging
to force all separate county
City Manager form -of government, was devoted: Systems--where multiple systems exist--into one unified
mainly to looking into "rumors" that secret meet- Count‘
system, but thus far no
ings have been held with the South Fulton;legislation
to this effect has
School Board and Rep. Larry Bates to "secretly" been passed.
change South Fulton schools into an independent; "It is our understanding that
a separate school system has
school district.
to
John Reeks, who acted as
spokesman at the meeting, alleged that somecitizensofSouth
Fulton were "secretly" Putsuing plans that were being
kept from the citizens of Fulton
in this matter. Reeks admitted

have a minimum of 1500
that his evidence was only , students, and the 1100 enrolled
hearsay and rumors, but in- at South Fulton are
about
over this and half city residents and half
dicated alarm
also;
matters,
which
other
he
from outside the city," Henadmitted were only rumors. derson pointed out, adding that
i "you can obviously see from
Henderson
promptly
culed the whole subject as ab- these figures that even if we

ONE OF KENTUCKY•b
(1ETTER WEEKLY PAPERS

The News has won awards
excellence •very year it has been
submitted in Judging contests.

A Cultural Center
Of the six proposals made there is only
one, unfortunately, that cannot be achieved
in the immediate future, and that is the establishment of a cultural center and library
for the black community.
I think I can say, without fear of contradiction, that I am the greatest living authority on the hard work, the disappointments,
and the horrendous legalities I have encountered to establish here a cultural civic
center, not for whites, not for blacks, but for
the twin cities, period.
For six long years I have literally peddled a feasibility study prepared by the distinguished consulting firm of Ernst and
Ernst and paid for by Federal funds, to acquire private and public funds with which
to construct the center, which would certain(Continued On Page Six)
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Meeting Suggests That County
Subsidize Ambulance Service
The first public meeting in Fulton County
concerning the proposed discontinuance of local
ambulance service brought about 20 people to
the Fulton Chamber of Commerce building MonFormer State Representative day night, March 15.
Henry Maddox of Hickman has
According to Fulton City Attorney James
filed as a candidate for reWarren, who presided at the meeting, the conelection to the office which he
held from 1962 through 1969. sensus of those present was that if it is economiMr. Maddox will oppose Ralph cally feasible, the county should nr. ide ambulGraves, the present First Dis..-m.
trict Representative, in the ance service by subsidizing a pri.,
Democratic primary on May 25.
Warren called the attendance ,acouraging"
Mr. Maddox told the News to efforts by county officials to find an alternative
on Tuesday that his formt.1 announcement as a candidate will to privately operated ambulance service, which
be forthcoming.
is.scheduled to end throughout Fulton County on
April 1.

Henry Maddox Files
For Representative

Not Out Of Fear

In a calm, and cooly effective manner
Joyce.outlined six "demands," (I am ,going
to call them proposals, for little is accomplished when people feel they are being
coerced) that CBC would have officials and
civic -leaders of the twin cities ptit into motion so that members of the black community will be full-fledged partners in our community efforts, rather than token affiliates
in our local activities.
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Bates Deplores False Accusations
NASHVILLE, March 16—State Representative Larry Bates (D)—Martin, labeled
as false and misrepresentative the report
stated at a public meeting of South Fulton
residents on March 10, 1971, that "he had
been contacted and was at present working
on special legislation to reinstate Section 62139. Tennessee Code Annotated, which
calls for the City Manager to operate the
sell:x.1 system andel the City Manager Form
of Government:*
Bates further added, that this section of
the Tennessee Code could not be applied to
the South Fulton school as it is a county
school operated by the county Board of Education. Representative Bates also deplored
the actions of individuals in any community
who seek to misinform and misguide the
public by false accusations and misrepresentations.

EWS

for

Joyce Morris Gill, the 21-year old dynamic leader of the Concerned Black Citizens called together the elected officials of
two cities, the heads of every major civic
and cultural group in Fulton and South Fulton, and a huge number of white and black
citizens to tell them that there is an appalling lack of communication here between our
black and white neighbors.

I do believe that it is one of the few
times since we've been here that so many
people, from so many walks of life, have
gathered to listen to the problems of their
neighbors, with the intent I hope, to do something about it..
I do n-ot think the crowd was there because of any fear of violence that might
erupt in this town between the black and
white communities. All of of us know by
now that the individual and collective
members of the CBC are abundantly aware
that violence can only destroy the system
that makes us free; the same system that
gives the CBC the liberty to dissent, and to
protest things as they are
No, the people who were at the meeting
were there because they are good citizens,
because they needed to listen and because
they do indeed take the CBC very seriously.
I am going to call Mrs. Gill Joyce, in
this column, because I have known and followed her, and her very respected family,
since she was a student at South Fulton High
School, where she graduated in 1968. Following her marriage Joyce lived in Germany with her soldier husband for about a
year. She is back in her home-town now, displaying a truly dedicated concern for the
welfare of her race, which if the concern is
successful, and I feel it will be, can only result in a more vibrant, a more progressive,
and certainly a more democratic community.

contemplated Stich an idea, it
would be impossible."
Reeks, who circulated one
of the petitions to bring "good
government" back
to South
Fulton “by voting out
the
City Manager form of government and returning to the
Mayor-Council Plan,"•admitted that he was actually in
favor of the City Manager type,
but that he simply did not like
the present City Manager and
Mayor, labeling them as a
dictatorship." He
.'2-man
added that he thought there
should be five Commissioners
instead of three, but at the
same time admitted that this
very idea was voted down at
the time he was a Commissioner.
In a somewhat "hit-and-rumor" conduct, Mr. Peeks
of
said that channelization
Fulton
the creek m South
cost $16,000.00. The truth is
that the project cost $5500 and
Was almost covered by the sale
(Cont. on page 6)

OVATION
- The Fulton High School band,
directed by John M. Sublette,
received a standing ovation after .a concert Tuesdfay night at
Carr auditorium.

T141 IMPOSING STEEL FRAME WORK of the new gymet Ithe new Fulton High Scheel tewees
over all other structures today in Highlands. Wsrir on the entire million-dollar school is proceed.
ing rapidly.

No Violence
THE CONCERNED BLACK CITIZENS
would like to express their intention as not
to destroy, but to create and promote unity
for the betterment of the community; for all
its people, both white and black. And in relation to any false rumor that might be received
to this effect, please discount it as such.
Robert Vanderford
Joe Newborn
Public Relations Dept.
Concerned Black Citizens

"Windmills"
Is Theme Of
UTM Pageant
The twelfth annual
Miss
UTM pageant will be held in
the Fieldhouse at the University of Tennessee at Martin
April 2 and 3 at 7:30 p.m.
"Windmills of Your Mind" is
the theme of the pageant, a preliminary to the Miss America
Pageant.
Tickets will be $2 for each
performance or $3 for both
nights. Tickets can
be purchased at the information desk
at the UTM Student Center or
at the box office before the
Pageant.

Combs Will
Visit Fulton
On April 7
Ray Williams and Earl Taylor, chairmen of the Bert T.
Combs-Julian Carroll gubernatorial campaign for Fulton
County, announced today that
the campaign kickoff dinner for
the county will be held Wednesday, April 7 at 7:90 p.m. at
the Holiday Inn in Fulton.
Featured speaker for the dinner will be former Gov.Combs,
Carroll, Speaker for the Kentucky House of Representatives,
and candidate for Lieutenant
Governor will also attend.
Tickets for the dinner will
be $5 per plate. Williams and
Taylor will announce later the
date when tickets will go on
aele.

Steve Fryrear To Replace
Ron Laird As Bell Manager
It was announced today that
effective April 1, Steve W.
Fryrear will become local manager for South Central Bell
Telephone Company in Fulton.
Mr. Fryrear will be in charge
of the local business office. He
is replacing Ron Laird who is
transferring to Madisonville to
be group manager there.
The new Fulton manager began his telephone career in
Louisville, with AT&T Long
lines as a transmission man
in July of 1962. In September
of 1964 he transferred
to
H untsville, Alabama with South-

ern Bell as a toll man. Then
in October of 1969 he
was
promoted to Office Manager in
the Huntsville Business Office.
Steve, who is 28, his wife
Carol, and children will be
moving to Fulton in late March.
Steve. lists golf and hunting
as his main hobbies. He and
his family will reside in Fulton
on Green Street. Mr.
Fryrear is a Louisville native
and a graduate of Louisville
Male High School. He
has
attended college at Western
Kentucky University and Virginia Polytechnic Institute.

Laird Given
Transfer To
Madisonville
Ron Laird, local Commercial manager of South Central
Bell since 1967, has been promoted and transferred to Madisonville, effective April 1.
He will be Madisonville group
manager, with territory
ineluding Madisonville, Central
City, Greenville, and 18 other
exchanges.
Laird has been involved in
many civic activities in Fulton.
He Is a past president of the
Jaycees, and a member of the
Banana Festival Board and the
Lions Club. He was named Outstanding Jaycee of 1969.

STEVE FRYREAR

A private meeting will be
held Tuesciay night, March 23
at the courthouse in Hickman
for the 15-member ambulance
task force, appointed by County Judge J. C. Menees, Fulton
Mayor Nelsen Tripp, and Acting Hickman City Manager Don
MacLaren. Warren said the
task force, will take the pubic
meeting's Conclusion into consideration.
Meanwhile, James T. Fleming, director of the Kentucky
Legislative Research Commission, has contacted ci3unity
judges throughout the state. to
notify them of the condtions in
which federal assistance is
granted to Local ambulance
services.
Fleming stated that the Kentucky Department of Public
Safety considers the following

Historical
Society Plans
Spring Meet

Curtis Harrison, president
of the South Hill Association
in Lexington, Ky., will be the
principal speaker March 27,
at the spring dinner meeting of
the Jackson
Purchase Historical Society at the Holiday
Inn in Paducah.
"The Historic Preservation
Movement in Kentucky" will
be the subject of the address
by Mr. Harrison. The South
Hill
Association, which he
heads, was organized to preserve homes with historical
interest In Central Kentucky.
Reservations for the dinner,
which will be held at 6:30 p.m.
on March 27, should be made
with Miss Margaret Heath, Benton, secretary-treasurer of the
association.

focal • gluNle ofleiaka and agencies should be considered to
have an interest or responsibility for carrying out an emergency medical services program:
Elected county and city officials and their .i.rn-mediate
staffs, public safety or police
authorities, fire protection authorities, health authorities,
civil defense units, life squads,
county or rity-owned hospitals.
Fleming states that the 1970
General Assembly enacted IlB
178 to permit cities aed counties to operate an ambulance
service by themselves, to do so
under city/county cooperation,
or to hire a private ,arnibulance
service to do so. Certain equipment and personnel specifications for such contracts are re(Continued on page four.)

Contributions
Sought For
Decorations
A final decision on selections
of Christmas decorations for
the downtown area will probably
not be made before the end of
March, Charles McMorries,
chairman of the selection committee, said Monday.
The committee has met several times recently with representatives of various companies which market civic decorations, and is awaiting bid
prices before making a selection. Cost of the decorations
is estimated at $8,000 to
$8,500.
The Retail Merchants Bureau, sponsor of the project,
is attempting to raise the money
from contributions by civic
clubs, service organizations,
businesses, and
Individuals.

Menees Seeks More Community Help For Juvenile Problems
By Angela Mueller
County
Judge James C.
Menees has told a Courier reporter that he believes Fulton
County's annual number ofJuvenile Court cases, and subsequent committals of juvenile
offenders to correctional centers, might be as many as the
combined totals of Graves, Carlisle, Ballard, and Hickman
Counties.
Menses emphasized that he
has no exact statistics for
juvenile cases in the other four
counties. He said, however,
that he met with the county
judges in each county during
the last two weeks of February to discuss problems related to juvenile cases. He
said that the statistics quoted

te each judge seemed to equal
Fulton County's totals.
According to Menees, 102
cases were brought before JuvenileCourt in 1970. Of these,
1'7 juveniles were committed
to correctional institutions. The
others were given counseling
by Menses and Miss
Linda
Arrington, social. worker with
the Department of Child Welfare, gad were probated either
to their parents or to the Child
Welfare Department.
But in handling juvenile
cases, Menees stated, "probation is no better than the follow-Up." it Is in this followup that Menses believes the
people of Fulton County can take
part in solving the problem of
delinquency.

"Our caseworkers (in the
Department of Child Welfare)
are doing an excellent job, but
they've got too much to do. It's
enough to scare them," Menees
commented.
"The long-term
solution
to the problem is to get a fulltime probation officer assigned
to Juvenile Coml. Eighty percent of the youngsters are
put on probation--which returns them to the atmosphere
that caused them to get into
trouble in the first place."
Last year the Fulton Jaycees
"took some 'of the load off the
caseworkers" by cooperating
with Miss Arrington to form
a Big Brother program. Big
Brothers are adult males who
volunteer their time to be

friends and counselors to boys
Menees said he would like to
whose fathers are dead or not see Big Brothers in Hickman
living with their sons. Partic- and has asked the Lions Club
ipation is voluntary for both men to adopt it. He said the Lions
and boys, no boy is assigned indicated interest in the proa Big Brother unless he re- gram, but that no plans to esquests one. Nor are boys who tablish it have been made to
have Big Brothers necessarily date. Since none of the four
boys who have arrest records, "little brothers" in Fulton have
Menees said.
been repeat offenders, Mantics
Four Jaycees volunteered to noted, he feels that Big Brobe Big Brothers, and each was thers is the most workable
assigned a boy who was on solution to the delinquency
probation. The program in Ful- problem in Fulton County tithe
ton ended in September, when present time.
the last "little brother" served
Since Big Brothers place
period. themselves on call at all times
probation
out his
Randall Jeftress, Jaycees'State to the boys they are trying to
Director, said be expects that help, they reach what Menses
the program will be restored considers the recurring probofficers ale
after Jaycee
(Cont, on page 4)
elected later this month.
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Bathers end Publishers

Parents ....
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Know the Drug Threat
(EDITORS NOTE)

The Addition of Two More Commissioners Might
Be The Real Answer To South Fulton's Unrest
As a result of all of the present South Fulton unfortunate
mess, the city is getting an undeserved black eye, and an unjustified smear on a good progressive,
intelligent government. As a result of the present mess, the City
Manager and Commissioners have
brought all of the work to a standstill until the vote is over on April
6.
Programs and other work
planned for completion by the
summer will be delayed, perhaps
shelved for this year.
We would have thought that
there would have been 200 people
at the One and All Club meeting
last Friday, all inflamed with reasons why they felt the government
need changing. We would have
thought that the presiding citizen
would have had to keep banging
his gavel for order, as everyone
tried to speak at once to express
himself. We were invited to come
and report it; we anticipated a
lively meeting.
Instead there was near dead
silence along the approximately
25 present, and the gentleman
who presided had to continually
prod questions from the audience
in order to keep the meeting going. It didn't look and sound like a
very enthusiastic cause.
Up to the very hour that this
issue went to press, the News has
been unable to pin down a single
point brought up by the "antiCity-manager" group in South
Fulton that justifies all of the unfortunate publicity that this matter is getting both here and around
the State.
When an "outsider" sees such
a story in all ofthe'l*arby papers,
logicitilv eonchti:les that if
there's smoke there must be a little fire—meaning that there must
be something seriously wrong with
,the South Fulton city government
for enough voters to want to sign a
petition to discard it. He would
logically conclude that the campaign to get rid of it, has facts, and
figures, and logic to back it up.
So far, nothing could evidently be further from the truth. The
petition-signers seem to be armed
only with hearsay, with rumors,
with conjecture, with speculation,
- with possibilities, but no facts.
The petition-signers of course,
have a perfect right to submit
their petition; that's the way government works, and that's the reason it works for the people.
But the only concrete point
with any sense to it that we have
been able to separate from the
mass of "rumors" is the fact that
some people in South Fulton want
a larger governing body, meaning
more commissioners.
Perhaps the petition-signers
need to re-examine their alleged
grievances; they might come to
the conclusion that a larger governing body—meaning five Commissioners instead of three —
would satisfy their aims.
It will be interesting to note
that on Wednesday of this week an
editorial in the Louisville COURIER-JOURNAL dealt with the exact same subject in Jefferson
County which seems to be simmering with the same unrest.
Said the COURIER-JOURNAL:
"THE IDEA of changing the
structure 9f Jefferson County
s
'
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government to make it more representative, as proposed by a
group of dissatisfied residents who
want the question on the ballot in
November, deserves thoughtful
consideration by everyone interested in making government work
better and more fairly.
"The new group, formally
christened the United Community
Improvement Council, wants to
replace the present three commissioners of Fiscal Court, whose
members are elected at-large with
at least eight "magistrates" elected by districts. The county judge,
would continue to preside over the
new body.
"The complaint of the disaffected group is a familiar one—
that local government is often unresponsive to particular needs, especially when the elected representatives feel no sense of overriding accountability to a specific
geographic area of the city or
county involved.
"People with problems never
get to talk to the person in power,"
said a spokesman for the newly organized group. "They end up with
a high-priced assistant. They get
rhetoric and no action."
"*** Much of the defeat can
be attributed to long-simmering
resentment of a governmental system biased in favor of the eastern
suburbs where most members of
Jefferson County's Establishment
reside.
"A return to the form of government Jefferson County had
prior to 1913 as proposed by the
new group, might not be the solution, any more than reverting to
electing aldermen by wards necessarily would be the right answer
for the city."
"*4* Still, ways must be found
to make local government more
responsive.
The NEWS understands on
good authority that the South Fulton city government is not opposing the addition of two more commissioners, if the citizens generally feel that five would be better
then three. Such a proposal for
South Fulton would be quite simple to do: just call up one of the
Commissioners and express your
views. Enough calls and enough
discussion could get the matter on
the ballot in the next regular election. It's as simple as that.
It is our understanding that
no such proposal has ever been
made. Perhaps this is the real answer to the problem.

If you are on the Gloomy Line,
Get a transfer.
If you're inclined to fret and pine,
Get a transfer.
Get off the track of doubt and gloom,
Get on the Sunshine Track - there's roomGet a transfer.
If you're on the Worry Train,
Get a transfer.
You must not stay there and complain,
Get a transfer.
The cheerful Cars are passing through,
And there's lots of room for youGet a transfer.

Who said: "Our youth now
love luxury. They have bad manners, contempt for authority, disrespect for older people. Children
nowadays are tyrants.. . they contradict their parents, chatter before company, gobble their food,
and fyrannize their teachers?"
Socrates, 5th century, B C.

the only
This series of articles, while by no means providing
solution to the drug problem, is an attempt to give some answers
swamp,
to what can be done locally and persona/1y to combat this
log plague. The material has been written and compiled by Rua,
tin Public Relations Systems of Verdugo City, California, and
represents hundreds of man hours of work and research. No one
man or department could have accomplished such a thorough
series.
The first of these articles, which appears below, gives a gen,
real introduction to the series. Subsequent articles will discuss
specifically: marijuana, the innocent drug; heroin, another depressant; the human price of drug use; drugs and the lawit;
what parents can do about drug misuse; the appeal of drugs to
teens; LSIkentroversial hallucinogen; and cillwrs.

"the
A noted college professor in the east said recently,.
present generation of young people in our schools and colleges
are the best informed, the most intelligent, and the most idealistic of any we have ever had in this country." He adds, "today's young people are more moral than their elders, 90% of
them." Only a small minority of rung people are using and
Unknown
abusing drugs, but a minority still means a great number of
young people, some quite young, and the number is evidently
never forgets that a dog-- increasing rapidly.
whether big or little, pedigree
FULTON'S
or mongrel—is essentially one
This is a drug-obsessed society. In 1965 about 167,000,000
of the family, and that hounds,
gundogs and working dogs can prescriptions were written by doctors for psychotropie drugs,
be pets as well as terriers, the kind that change or affect mood or behavior. Adults were
toys and non-sporting dogs.
the main consumers, and so we must assume that adults themBY LUCY DrattliEL
selves are high on the list of drug abusers.
SIMPLE JEWELRY, by R.
W. Stevens. Many people look
Dora had returned from Sun- uproar of righteous indignation. upon jewelry as a mystery craft
If this is true, and national statistics seem to indicate it,
day School where she had been Such things did not happen in requiring special skill, exthe parents must look to themselves when trying to understand
that quiet little hamlet. Nearly pensive materials and tools,
for this first time.
drug problem got its start in the first place. However,
"What did my little daughter everyone supported Gaines'de- but this is a misconception in how the
this series is not to place blame, but rather to
learn this morning?" asked her mands for the minister's dis- many ways. Certainly a good the purpose of
familiar with terminology, learn more about the drug
missal.
father.
percentage of the fine jewelry become
discuss how best to cope with it as parents.
"That I'm a child of Satan,"
seen in shops is of a complex problem itself, and
ALL ABOUT STOCKS, by Ira nature, requiring special skill
was the beaming reply,
Cobleigh. This book tells you and equipment, but there recannot
PARTY PLANS FOR TEENS, the things about investing in mains a vast field of simpler
It takes no giant intellect to realize that a parent
by Kate Harris. Wonderful par- stocks and bonds that you've jewelry which is suitable for the scare a child into doing "the right thing" with statements that
are sometimes spon- always wanted to know but felt beginner to make, therefore are not factual. During these trying times most children, from
ties
taneous, unplanned parties that foolish to ask. Its publication this book, to make jewelry a
drug use and
their associations on the street, know more about
are born of the moment and is timely because the next two more accessible craft.
Therefore, what we discuss here
parents.
their
than
terms
"Just happen," but more often years may provide the best
knowldrugs will be an effort to meet and surpass the
than not, the most memorable opportunity in a generation to
PICK UP STICKS, by Emma about
better impress them on
may
we
that
so
children,
our
of
reasonat
thought
stocks
edge
rewarding
buy
carefully
parties are
Lathen. Imagine the urbane John
out, step-by-step, by &creative able prices. Some chapters deal Putnam Thatcher, senior vice the pitfalls of drug use.
host or hostess. This book will in fundamentals, others offer president of Sloan
Guaranty
help you to have exciting par- guidance as to the favorable Trust, striding down the ApEveryone knows, if he reads at all, the use and abuse of
securof
contains
type
times to buy each
ties every time. It
palachian Trail in boots and
parties for every month of the ity, part of it is devoted to an breeches, loaded with back- drugs that affect the mind is spreading across the country. Hunyear, parties for groups with evaluation of what the future pack and dehydrated rations, dreds of thousands, maybe millions of young Americans are
special interests, and a section may hold for various key in- accompanied by an old Down tasting„ testing and experimenting or, goitre further with Anariof parties Just for girls. Every dustries. Additional chapters East crony, Henry Morland. Juana. LAD, with "uppies" and "dowries" •
,Pele..Pillse and
party plan contains detailed ^ontain up-to-date information Imagine them finding, along a
sellatiVik," With "Speed." and a few with heroin. So then, in
on special subjects.
suggestions.
2000-mile trail, the body of the series ahead, we will examine such things as Oral AmphetSteven Lester, andtangling with
Injected Methamphetamine, Barbituratess, Heroin,
THE EVERGREEN DEATH, Steven
CROOKED RIVER CANYON,
Lester's two wives, amines,
they are
by Dwight Bennett. Times were by James Fraser. Aveyard is an Amanda and Eunice, either of Marijuana and LSD — what they look like, the names
He the whom had reason to profit as a called by the teens, where they are obtained, how they are used,
raw and violent in Princeville, unusual policeman.
a run-of-the-mill Western town youngest Detective Inspector on widow and both of whom intend dangers of use, affects of use, reactions, etc.
In the Crooked River Country the Birton force, and the crime to.
of Oregon. What set Princeville he is sent to solve in a small
For a majority of youngsters, an encounter with mind-afapart was powerful Major Cal- village nearby is an extraor- Blount College
fecting drug seems only a flirtation with the user feeling sure
vin Tarback and his hidden but dinary one. The body of a teenType
he can take it or leave it. Some authorities say that such exunrelenting hunger to become age girl is found under an ever- First Of Its
KNOXVILLE, Tern.—The first perimentation can amount to drug roulette; some young people
the most powerful man in the green in the garden of the
Manor, a hangout for village nondenominational college in happen to be particularly susceptible to some drugs and can
Northwest.
youth. The girl has been the country, Blount College become dependent and hurt badly by what they intended as an
by
RIVER,
and horribly muti- was chartered Sept. 10, 1794, lr Innocent adventure.
strangled
THE
TO
WALK
A
William Hoffman. This is a lated. The consequences of Knoxville. Later it became the
story of a plain, decent man her murder--and of Aveyard's University of Xenneasee.
torn by a conflict between his investigation -- reach surAmerican society tolerates alcohol and nicotine, both of
sense of justice and his per- prisingly deep into the underwhich are technically drugs, and millions of people abuse both
sonal loyalities. A crisis in an currents of an apparently placid
prescription,
outraged town forces him to village life.
An official ot of them. Many drugs are taken legitimately by
DENVER
become detective, prosecuting
the Colorado Game, Fish and but there is also a black market among some potent drugs.
This
to
DOGS, by Harry Glover.
attorney, judge and jury. When
Parks Department has estimat- Every year billions of sedative and pep pills are diverted
Lou Gaines, a most prominent is a book for all dog-lovers. ed
that pollution, construction of Illegal use and misuse. This is enough pills per person per year
citizen of Black Leaf, Virginia, It describes each breed and
to keep everyone in the United States awake and jumping for
about reservoirs and irrigation anc,
charged the local minister with gives full information
a week, and enough barbiturates to keep them in a stupor for
making advances to his wife,the everyday care, breeding, and power uses have cost Colorado
a week, according to the Federal Food and Drug Administration.
community was thrown into an showing; at the same time it 2,800 miles of trout stream.

Drrary Cormaeir

Pollution Loss

President and W. W. Evans, Secretary-treasurer
FROM THE FILES:__

Turning Back The Clock I

The news magazine "South"
states some startling population
facts, pointing out that:". . someone is born in this country every 9
seconds; that there is a death
every 16.5 seconds; that an immigrant arrives every 60 seconds,
and that every 23 minutes a citizen leaves to reside in another
country. The net result: an addition to our population every 15.5
seconds. Extended, this figure
means four new citizens in just
over a minute. That's over 232 per
hour, and an increase of more than
5,575 every 24 hours!"

for 13 weeks.

If you're on the Grouchy Track,
Get a transfer.
Just take a Happy Special back,
Get a transfer.
Jump on the train and pull the rope,
That lands you at the station HopeGet a transfer.

FACT and OPINION
The California Taxpayers'Association, in its publication "CalTax News", states the "Tax Foundation, which some years ago
found at least 100 taxes on an egg,
151 on a loaf of bread and 150 on a
woman'p hat, has added to its catalogue ofhidden taxes. Now it finds
116 hidden taxes on a man's suit."

today announc,
Joe W. Johnson, the Fulton County Attorney,
County as •
Fulton
of
cititeris
the
to
9d that he is presenting
"Parents, Know the
public servks, th• following series entitled,
series to nen
Drug Threat". This will be divided into • weekly

GET A TRANSFER

TWENTY-YEARS AGO
MARCH 9, 1951
On February 26 there appeared an article in
several newspapers giving the U. S. P. H. S. Milk
Honor Roll. Fulton County was not listed on the
Honor Roll. In 1950 the county received from the
State Milk Inspector a rating of 96 on the pasteurrized milk supply. Fulton County was omitted
from the list due to the fact that 35 gallons of raw
milk was being sold daily in the city of Fulton.
The rating of this raw milk was below 90.
Beginning this week the News is adding to
its staff of columnists Capt. Tom L. Gibson,
traveler, lecturer, author, miner, planter and allaround interesting fellow, whose writings have
been quoted in many of the Nation's leading
journals.
Miss Carmen Pigue, University of Kentucky
student from Fulton, has been selected as a candidate for Queen of the fourth annual Mardi
Gras Ball to be held March 10 at the University.

Residents of the Country Club Courts will be
full-fledged citizens of the City of Fulton, barring
'legal technicalities in September, when the
County Court ratifies an ordinance annexing
them, passed at the Fulton City Council on Monday night.
FORTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
MARCH 12, 1926
W. E. Williams of Water Valley, Route 1, was
in town Saturday advertising his thoroughbred
Hampshire hogs. In the past 8 years this well
known breeder has captured many fair awards
with his swine.
NOTICE: The Republicans of Fulton County
will meet in mass convention at the courthouse at
Hickman Saturday to elect delegates to the State
Convention, which, in turn, will nominate a candidate for the U. S. Senate. (R. B. Beadles, chairman).
The following officers for the year were
elected by the Woman's Club; Mrs. J. E. Fall,
President; Mrs. D. F. Worth and Mrs. J. C.Brann,
vice-presidents; Mrs. R. S. Williams, Secretary
and Mrs. Ramsey Snow, treasurer.

Edwin Cook Rice of Springfield, Mo., an old
Hundreds of Fulton radio listeners were
thrilled on Thursday morning to hear that Mary Fulton boy, has been elected one of the 12 direo•
Foy, formerly of Fulton, was selected as "Queen tors of the Coca-Cpla Company during its Chifor a Day" on a nationally broadcast radio pro- cago convention.
gram.
Mrs. Eugene DeMyer entertained 5 tables at
K.P. Dalton was re-elected President of the bridge Thursday evening. . . Mrs. John Culver
Fulton Baseball Association at the annual entertained 3 tables Thursday afternoon. .. The
meeting held this past Tuesday night at the Elks Women's Club benefit bridge party Monday
Club. Other officers include Foad Homra, Vice- totaled 9 tables.

'
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Leiters To Editor
Dallas, Texas
March 3, 19'71
Dear Jo.
Please fill out this check
for our paper. We don't Wait
it to run out. We sure enjoy
It. Would sure miss it.
So thanks a million.
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W. T. HolLfield
2757 Aster Street
Dallas, Texas '75211
Memphis, Tennessee
February 26, 1971
Just a note to say thanks to
you for sending me the parer
with my son's death to your
paper. I really did appreciate
it so much.
I hope some day to come to
Fulton and I sure do want to
meet you for you seem like
some one nice to know.1 really
enjoyed my paper.
Thanks again to you both.
Sincerely,
Mrytle Moore
931 S. Cooper * 1
SCHOOLS
Gov, Louie B. Nunn bos recommended that the Lineoin
&hoof near fiimpelenadlla
be
used es a residential vocational
tridning center tor itraanike
and others moat suitable to live
in learning ervironmeoL

Those Is

channels
ROLLBACK
The Court of Appeals will
soon begin deliberations on the
constitutionality of the 1965
Rollback law which placed
ceiling on local property tax
revenues.
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Wedding Plans Announced
By Miss Winnifred Fitts
Mickey Graham, of Union City,
will be groomsman. Johnny
Fitts, brother of the bride,
and Jerry Crews, of Union City,
will serve as ushers.
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Tenry
Martin
will sing, acof
companied by Mrs. Priscilla
Rowedder of Murray. Serving
at the reception will be Kris
Barnes, Peggy Seawright, Linda Harkey, and Kaye Evans.
Debbie Logan will keep the
Miss Judy Fitts of Nashville register.
will be her sister's maid of
No formal invitations are behonor. Mr. Logan's sister, ing sent. All friends and relPhyllis, will be bridesmaid. atives of the couple are inWilliam G Logan, father of vited to the wedding and rethe groom, will be best man. ception immediately following.
Wedding plans have been
completed by Winnifred Fitts,
daughter of Mr. and
Mrs.
Edward Fitts of Puryear, to
Billy Terrell Logan, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Billy Logan of Union
City, Tennessee. The wedding
will be on March 20, 1971,
at 5.30 p.m. in Murray, Kentucky. Reverend Martin Mattingly will perform the double
ring ceremony.
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WSCS Plans
Meetings In
Paris District

Ladies Round Winners Al
Planned For Duplicate
Skeet Shoot
Announced
The trap shoots sponsored by
the Fulton County FFA will
continue on schedule Sunday,
March 21 at Cayce from 1:00
to 5:00 p.m. with a Championship Round for the day's winners and a Ladies Round for
women.
Winners of hams in last Sunday's shoot included David
Keefe, Tiptonville; Joe Parker,
Don Lattus, Hugh Lattus, Pat
Lattus, James Parker, David
Everett, Max Wilson, and Jim
White, all of Hickman; and,
David McCoy of Fulton. Keefe
of Tiptonville Won the maximum of three rounds and is
Tennessee's Junior Shooting
Champion.
On Sunday, March 28 the shoot
will be held at the dip west
of Hickman.
UTM SPEAKER
Dr. George Rowland, UTM
edudation professor, will weak
to the Terry-Norman PTA
March 25 at 7:30 p. in. on
"What parents can contribute
to education of their ethic! in
,grades one through foui."

Fourteen tables
were in
play at the Fulton Duplicate
Tournament
Club
Monday,
March 15 at the Park-Terrace,
*ith the Mitchell movement being used. Winners were.
North-South: First;
Mrs.
A. G. Campbell, Mrs. Connor
Shannon, second, Mrs. Brantly
Amberg, Mrs. Bill Pritchett,
third, Mrs. Paul Rattling, Mrs.
Walker Tanner.
East-West: First, Mrs. J.
R. Hogan, Mrs. Gilson Latta;
second, Mrs. Raymond Smith,
Mrs. George Emerson; third,
Mrs. Ardel Fields; Mrs. Maxwell McDade.

McDades Return
After Vacation

Busy Little People Busy Coloring For The Lion'
Busy Little Boys and Girls Color For "The Lion." Shown here at a coloring session, trying to win free tickets to "Androcles
and The Lion" to be shown here at
C•rr Elementary next Friday are: Left Photo: Valerie Homra, Wendy Wright, Stephanie Homra and Jeannie B.
Whitesell. Middle Photo: Lisa Homes, Connie
Andrews, Michele Hamra and Lynn Andrews; Right photo: Scott DeHart, Hank Wright, Greg DeHart, Dick Hefley
and Andrew Nelson. The children had their
session at the Don Wright home on Second Street.

Susan Burrow Honored
With Bridal Tea At Fulton
A bridal tea honoring Miss
Susan Burrow, fiancee of Donald Parr was given Sunday afternoon by Mrs. Johnny Holland,
Mrs. Charles Cannon and Mrs.
Paul Blaylock, all of South Fulton.
The lovely affair was held
in the First Baptist Church parlor at Fulton between the hours
of 2 and 4 o'clock. Some 88.
guests called.
Miss Burrow received Ins
blue
double
knit princess
model which was accentuated with
sequins and seed pearls. Her
gift corsage was of pink carnations.
Mrs. John T. Burrow
of
South Fulton, mother of the
honoree, wore a sea blue empire
original trimmed In front and

Androcles And The Lion Is
Coming Here As Rare Treat

about the hemline with lace and
rhinestone. Mrs. C. D. Parr of
Union City, mother of the bridegroom-to-be, was attired In an
English black embroidered lace
over linen model.
The attractively appointed table, draped with an Irish linen
cloth edged in deep ecru lace,
was centered with a floral arrangement of pink pompons in
a silver bowl flanked with. pink
tapers in silver candelabra.
Guests
were served pink
punch, salted nuts, mints, damn.
ty cookies, and date nuggets. Miss
Nancy Jones presided at the punch
bowl and Mrs. Bobby Bynum, at
the register table.

"The Good News -- The
Gospel" will be the theme of
district-wide meetings of the Women's Society of Christian
Service and Wesleyan Service
Guilds of Methodist churches
in the Paris District on Thursday, March 25.
The
meetings are being
termed "Mission Interpretation," and will feature a report of first hand experience and
involvement on the mission field
by Miss Frances S. Fulton, a
retired professor of music at
Ewha
University
in Seoul,
Korea.
Women's Society members
will hear Miss Fulton at 10:30
a.m. at South Fulton United
Methodist Church, with a coffee
hour at 10:00 a.m. Rey. William Smalling, host pastor, will
lead the meditation and Mrs.
Wayne Lamb, district
vicepresident, will introduce the
speaker. A sack lunch will be
enjoyed at noon.
Miss Fulton will meet With
Wesleyan Service Guild members at '7:30 p.m. at First United Methodist Church in Fulton,
Ky. An informal reception will
follow.

BAPTIST REVIVAL
First Baptist Church will begin its spring revival Monday,
March 22 and will continue until March 28. The Rev. Fred
Kendall of First Baptist Church,
Audiences in the twin cities when he meets the lion is a
Union City, will be the evanwill see performances of "An- Roman arena.
gelist.
drocles and the Lion" by Aurand - The Children's TheatrecomHarris on Friday, March 26, pany is appearing under the ausat 3 p.m. at Carr Elementary pices of the Kentucky Fine Arts
MORE SCHOLARSHIPS
Auditorium.
Commission and the FultonAcademic scholarships for the
This is the fifth annual tour South Fulton Art Guild.
of Kentuckiana towns by LouisChildren's Theatre has pre- 1970-71 academic year at the
ville Children's Theatre with sented three world premieres. University of Tennessee at
Mrs. Waudell Yarbro will
the cooperation of the Kentucky One of them, Clark McMeekin's Martin have almost doubled in
serve as Fulton County ChairFine Arts Commission.' Ad- "Recon with the River," had number since 1968-69, accord.
woman for Bert Combs and
vance tickets are $1 for children an original music score by ing to Bob Cole, UTM director
Julian Carroll it was announced
through eighth grade and $1.50 Nelson Keyes, who was then of development.
today
by Robert Matthews, State
for high school students and with the Ford Foundation as
Campaign Chairman for the
adults. Tickets at the door will composer-in-residence
with
Combs-Carroll ticket.
SORORITY
be $1.25 and$1.75 respectively. the Louisville public schools.
Mrs. Yarbro is from Route
Tina Jolley. Fulton, is one of
This is an entertaining playMASTER'S DEGREE
22 pledges to 'become a mem- 1, Hickman.
within-a-play that should apreC. F. Huhlanen, Fulton,
ber of Alpha Gamma Dail sopeal to all age groups. The
ART CLASS
play is based on a Roman fa- ceived an MS degree in Nutri- cial sorority at Murray State
'rho Art Guild inetain,g with
Michigan
State
Univerat
University. A freshman majortion
ble about Androcles, a Roman
Richard
Jackson. ore;in;it I y
slave, who pulls a thorn from sity wint.,r term commence- ing in elementary education,
scheduled he Weary, March
a lion's paw and thereby is ment for 1,487 degree candi- she is the daughter of W. L.
15, will be held "Ilielekiy. Mcweb
saved from being eaten alive dates Sunday, March 14.
Jolley.
23 at 7.30 p. m..

Mrs. Yarbro Named
By Combs Campaign

The hostesses presented Miss
Burrow with a silver tray.
Mr. and Mrs. Maxwell Mcde, Mr. and Mrs. Max McDade, and Mr. and Mrs. Herble
Hunt returned Monday, March
in M•
15 from a 10-day stay
California and Hawaii.
They attended the Plant Mix
PRINCESS VISITS
Asphalt Convention in San Franmiss Susan Burrow, fiancee Burrow, and Mrs. John Burrow.
Mrs. John Burton Tigrett of ciscoe then flew to Honolulu of Donald Parr, was the guest of
The honoree wore an attrac_
The News takes pleasure in
• London, England is visiting her for a visit. Former FUltOnian honor Saturday morning, March live beige dress
of Angora knit wishing "Happy Birthday" to
parents, Mr. and Mrs. T. E. Paul Durbin greeted them at 6, at a bridal breakfast at the with aigift.coreagc ,of artificial the following
friends:,
Holiday Inn. Hostesses, for Bib' frlip'and Iiiigetablei. The hos"Won ani
a m•i I y. Mrs. the airport in Hawaii.
March
18; Mrs. Addle
occasion were mre. Mac!Parrcivr,",*tirege"et('to: the bride-elebt
171 ligrett, who writs Riga Mist*,
Frields, Janice Walker; March
Mrs. Bobby.Bynum, Mrs. Brew*
RUSH CHAIRMAN
Ts
't
former Banana. Festival
limit)on dish.
19: Pam Hurt, Mike Wright,
•Rita Craven, Fulton, has been
The table was decorated with Charles Whitnel;
Princess.
March 20:
spring flowers and with toy air- Layne
elected Rush pasties chairman
Blackard; March 21:
SC1401A RSHIP
men and airplanes, portraying the
for Alpha Omicron Pi social
Chris McKinney, Letha Anna
Steve Russell, son of former sorority tat Murray
present position of the brideState UniCashion, Margaret James;
First Methodist Church pastor, versity. Miss
groom-to-be in the Air Force.
Craven, daughter
March 22: Dennie Schrader,
Those attending, other than
Rev. Henry Russeli, and Mrs. of Harlan Craven, is
a sophoMiss Burrow, were Mrs. J. T. Jimmy Powell; March 23: Mrs,
Russell, now of Paducah, has more majorirsg in
speech and
Burrow, Mrs. C. D. Parr, Mrs. James Butts, J.D. Parham, Joe
FULTON, Ky.,
been awarded a scholarship to hearing and
minoring in psyTripp,
Mrs. Paul T. Graves, James D, Hicks;
Miss Susan Ruth Burrow,daugh- Nelson
Lambuth
chology.
March 24. Thomas Powell,
ter of Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Bur- Blaylock, Mrs. Johnny Holland, Claude Carver.
Mrs, David Phelps, Mrs. Bill
row of South Fulton, was hon- Gray, Mrs.
Fred Jolley, Mrs.
ored Thursday evening with a Charles Burrow, Mrs. Roger
bridal shower in the home of Alexander, Mrs. Patsy Whaley,
Mrs. Calvin Speed of Union Mrs. Tommy Parr, Mrs. Jerry
City. Mrs. Marion Speed and Tucker, Mrs. Alvin Burrow, Mew.
Mrs. Calvin Speed were host- Haywood Green, Mrs. Robort
While the Fulton County High It every year since i965, with
Batts, and Mrs. Marion spked.
School Pilots were competing the exception of 1968. That year esses.
Miss
Burrow
is
the
fiancee
of
for basketball honors in the the district tournament was held
recent district and regional at FCHS and the host school Donald Parr, son of Mr. and
tournaments, the FCHS varsity was not allowed to compete. kfrs. D. C. Parr of Union City.
For the occasion the honoree
Donna Wall, Fulton, is one of
Mrs. Charles Murphy,cheercheerleaders were gathering
leader sponsor and wife of wore a white double-knit suit
honors for themselves.
16 to be awarded $100 dormitory scholarships for the
The varsity cheerleaders won the basketball coach, said the with a gift corsage of white carspring semester at Murray
first place in the district c heer- cheerleaders were judged on nations with green trim.
State University.
leading competition Saturday, their enthusiasm and rou'ines
The refreshment table was
Miss Wall, 607 Wells Ave., is
March 6 at Carlisle County throughout the
Pilots' game centered with an arrangement
a sophomore majoring in mathHigh School. They then placed against Carlisle County, and On
of yellow daisies flanked with
a
porn-porn routine which they
ematics. She is the daughter
fouith of eight squads in the
"Looking Toward Spring"
green burning tapers.
of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Lee
regional competition at Cal- performed at halftime of the
Everett's
SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS—Murray State University studeMs Donna Wall (center)
James
topic
of
was
the
More than 20 guests attended
and Penny
Wall.
loway
County
High Schodl game. •
12
to
the
March
Friday,
talk
In the regional,. Mrs. Murphy the party.
Miss Wall Is a member of McNeill are among 16 to receive $100 dormitory scholarships for the spring semester. Dean of
Saturday, March 13.
Department
Garden
and
Horne
Alpha Lambda Delta Women's
The varsity cheerleaders are said, judging was based on the
at the Woman's Club building. honor society and is a student Women Lillian Tate presented them with their checks. The scholarships are based on scholas4-H WINNER
Ellen Sanger, Vickie Henry, cheerleaders' porn-porn rouHe was introduced by Mrs. employee in the office of her tic standing and dormitory participation. Miss Well is a sophomore from Fulton and Miss McPiaui Phelps, son of Mr. and
Nancy Taylor, Lucy Bondurant, tine, one cheer without gymW, S. Atkins, program leader dormitory, Elizabeth Hall.
Neill is a senior from Hickman.
Debbie Harris, Sherri Chaney, nastics, and one cheer with Mrs. David Phelps of South
(Photo by Wilson Woolley)
for the meeting.
Brenda Alexander, and Teresa gymnastics. FCHS has com- Fulton, won district 4-H honors
Everett explained the use
March
13
Saturrlay,
in
an
espeted in the regional for the
Amos.
of new, easy-to-use gardening
Winning the district has be- last three years, placing second say contest. His theme was
tools. He described techniques
come a tradition for the Pilot two years ago and fourth last "The Eyes of the World Are
gardening and distributed
of
Upon Us."
cheerleaders. They have won year.
leaflets and booklets on gardening. Each member also received a litter bag as part of
the
FFA's Keep America
Beautiful campaign.
— Your Problems Bring Answers —
Everett is horticulture instructor at Fulton County High
School and FFA sponsor. He
asked the women to support
Dear Ann Landers. May an
You should have blasted those no opportunity to develop their trailed off--and she
changedthe
a local horticulture vocational Ohio attorney comment on the arrogant newlyweds who sent moral muscle. These kids are, subject.
school.
letter from the young newlyweds the checks back to their gen- in a real sense, the underI wanted to keep both those
Mrs. Jack Allen, chairman, who
resented the frequent erous parents. One of the prin- privileged --- robbed of the job books in my library but now
presided during the business money gifts from the bride's cipal reasons for working hard of achievement, cheated out of It
is out of the question. I value
session, assisted by Mrs, tier- well-to-do-parents? Not only and amassing wealth is to make the fun of accomplishment.
this woman's friendship and
man Williamson, acting secre- is the young couple ungracious life easier for our children.
Unearned money can be a Reed your advice on how to
tary. Mrs. Hugh Nene, Mrs. but they are inconsiderate and Giving is a way of expressing curse, and in my opinion this handle a
delicate situation.-Claud Shelby, and Mrs. Royce probably uninformed. Someone love. Why didn't you tell them is one of the problems with to- Sad Tale
Of A Bookie
Jolley were named to a nom- should tell them about the $6,000 so? --- 70% Bracket
day's youth. A 17-year-old kid
inating committee.
tax-free annual gift. Parents
shouldn't need "relief from
Dear Sad: Obviously
your
Hostesses were Mrs. Joe can legally give up to $6,000
Dear 70%. Another way of pressures." His
PARENTS relative is a slob and she has
Davis, Mrs. Norman Terry, a year to each child. Many expressing love is to raise need the relief.
no shame. Tell her that from
Mrs. Ann Whitnel Mrs.(lint parents prefer to do this rather children to be responsible for
now on if she fails to return
Reeds, Miss Mary Martin, and than hand the money over to themselves -- to give them solid
Dear
Ann Landers: What your books in good condition
Mrs. Hunter Whitesell.
Uncle Sam.
guidelines and a sense of per- should 1 do about &relative who you will not accept thetrf and
Setting up of a trust fund is sonal worth.
borrows my books with clock- she'll ha
have to buy new.
. tones.
HEALTH NURSE
another technique to avoid taxI know all about the $6,000 like regularity and returns Once you actually reftial to
Mrs. Geri Braswell, Fulton ation and allow the children and annual tax-free gift gimmick them in appalling condition? accept a book
which she; has
County Health Nurse, will grandchildren to enjoy the fruits and I can tell you quite frankly For example, she must have ruined, she will stop
borwiwtng
speak Monday, March 22 to of father's or grandfather's that many of my friends wish been feeding the baby while books from you.
..i.
the Cayce PTA. Her subject, labors. What a wonderful break they had never heard of it. The reading Eugene McCarthy's new
"Community service available It would be for a 17-year-old same goes for trust funds and book of poems, "Other Things
Too many couples go om
to know he can pursue
his other tax loopholes.
And The Aardvark." Several matrimony to acrimony.through Health Office."
t
studies with complete relief
_Pages were stuck together with let your marriage flop Before
Kids who grow up knowing pablum. Either she cried all It gets
from pressures. Many teens
started. Send hail Ann
would enjoy a year of travel they will fall into a sweet in- over "Love Story" or she drop- Landers'
HAS SURGERY
booklet, "M . lege
Th..e happy young ladies brought Fulton County High School its sixth district cheerleading
Mrs. Marvin Easley is Lin- between high school and college heritance of a steady income ped it in the bath tub. it was --What To Expect."
. our
without
lifting
a
Just
to
roam
finger
around
and
see
too
often
championship in seven years at the district teurnament March 6 In Birdwell. From left, the
still
damp
when
she handed it request to Ann Landers:
proving after surgery Fridry.
are
the world. A far-seeing dad turn out to be loafers and bums, to me. Her only comment was, of
March 12 in Memphis Baptist
your newspaper encasing
cheerleaders are Teresa Amos, Lucy Bowdurant, Ellen Sanger, Nancy Taylor, Vickie Henry,
or granddad could make this They have nothing to bump up "I'm
sorry
about
these
50
in
coin
and a long,(Wiped
Hospital. Her room number is
Work Chaney, Debbke Harris, and Brenda Alexander.
against, no challenges to meet, books---" then
possible.
her voice envelope.
495.

Bridal Breakfast Honors
us Susan Ruth Burrow

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

Bridal Shower
Is Given For
Susan Burrow

FCHS Cheerleaders Win District
Honors Regional Fourth Place

Donna Wall
Given Murray
Scholarship

Gardening Is
Discussed By
Woman's Club
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Juvenile

- Commission
Appoints Two
To City Posts

Ambulance—

P-4 Fulton Co. News, Thursday, March 18, 1971

(Cont. from page one)
(Continued from page one.)
lem in the Juvenile cases he
quired by the statute.
sees- that youths are not under
According to Fleming, this
adult supervision, and have free
legislation made it possible for
time to get into trouble. "The
counties to provide ambulance
main thing is that the father
service. Previously, counties
and mother have to work. It's
did not have this authority.
Two appointments were made too much of a strain on children
Now counties may finance an
Barbara Mandrell, the vivacious hundred
he the Fulton City COITIIII1SSiOn to be by themselves," he said.
ambulance
service through
"During vacation time and
captured the hearts
at its meeting Wednesday night,
their own revenues. However, pound bundle of talent, who
March 10, filling vacancies on after school, there are not
the problem arises when the of all who saw her perform during the 1970 Interbusy.
them
keep
to
enough
jobs
two city agencies.
county cannot finance such an
They don't have any chores, and
national Banana Festival in Fulton, Kentucky
Bob Morgan was named to no set time to go home.
operation.
South Fulton, Tennessee, will return to the
and
fill the unexpired term of Gene
An
alternate
means of financ"I don't believe there's such
j Hatfield on the Urban Renewal a thing as a generation gap,"
ing ambulance service by coun- twin-cities on April 3rd.,for a big two hour CounBoard, a term which runs to he continued. "I'm not conties is provided by the Federal try-Western show beginning at 8:00 P. M. at the
January, 1974. Hatfield, who has doning juvenile delinquency, but
Highway Safety Act of 1968.
School Gym.
become a partner in an en- I think there's a lack of underThis act provides matching South Fulton High
gineering firm, resigned to standing on both sides, juveniles
funds for political subdivisions,
The Retail Merchants AsBarbara,
along
with
her
band,
eliminate possible conflicts of and adults. Equal emphasis
including counties, to operate The Mandrell's and Bony Shaw, sociation announces the folInterest."
should be placed on both sides
ambulance services. The Fed- an exciting new talent, will lowing rules for the drawings;
understand each
Gossum, Jr., was (trying to
eral Government has designat- come to the South Fulton Gym no purchase is necessary, just
Felix
ed the Kentucky Department of with their big Nashville sound. sign your name and drop in
named to the Fulton Electric other.)"
once
a
youth
Menees said that
Plant Board, succeeding Bill
Public Safety as the agency On stage Barbara has several the
boxes provided in each
Browning, whose term ex- is placed on probation, the court
through which these federal things going
in
her favor, store. There will be three
In
for
him.
a
curfew
will
set
March
1.
pired
!funds can be made available to namely her talent, her beauty names drawn during the Intersome cases, youths can receive
counties. The federal act has and stage personality. Barbara mission, you must be present
tutoring in their schoolgork or
certain equipment iand person- plays several different instru- at the Mandrell show SO will.
occupy
jobs
to
• McConnell News take part-time
nel requirements as a condition ments. She uses pedal steel Each prize will be all the cash
their time. But, Menees noted,
guitar, five-string banjo, sax- YOU CSC pick Up and carry
Mrs. L. T. Caldwell
for obtaining the aid.
Kentucky State Policeman, Paul Lane, holds• bottle of LSD sold in this area. Trooper Lane
when a juvenile offender is
Equipment eligible for fed- ophone, and bass guitar in her In your double hands.
only eleven years old, he canalong with Trooper Louis Todd of Fulton County presented a film and discussion on safe driving
The price of tickets for adults
eral funding on a 50-50 basis act. She plays everything from
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Coates not find work.
at • meeting of the Fulton County F FA Tuesday evening, March 9. From left are Freddie includes ambulances, on-board ,blue-grass' to 'modern pop' Is $2.00 advance, $2.50 at the
returned home last week after
According to Menees, under
for childequipment, and communica- and acts as Mistress of Cere- door. Advance tickets
Liliker, Lane, Jesse McNeill, Todd, Doug Goodman, Paul Williams and Tony Ladles (seated).
having spent several weeks va- Kentucky law a juvenile can
years of age will
tions equipment. Training of monies for her own shows. ren under 12
cationing in Florida.
be sent to a correctional cenTickets for the big April 3rd be $1.00---and $1.25 at the
ambulance personnel is funded
Mrs. Mamie McCord visited ter for "failure to suoject himEveryone is urged to pur100 percent by the federal gov- Country Western Show are on door.
her mother in Gallatin recently. self to reasonable control of
sale with local Fulton-South chase their tickets early as the
ernment.
Mr. and Mrs. William Earl his parents." He added,"You'd
Fulton merchants
who are seating capacity is limited.
Also concerning local ambulLong of Pierce spent Sunday be surprised how mahy parents
Ask your favorite merchant
sponsoring a drawing for cash
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. bring their children in here and
ance service, State Rep. Ralph prizes during
intermission of for tickets---Sign up for the
Paul Long and Polly.
say,
can't handle him. I want
Graves, repreoenting the First The Mandrell Show,
prizes.
Mr. and Mrs. Buck Wilhaucks you to commit him.'"
District, sent the following letTwo persons died and three Brytuit's Chapel Free
spent last weekend with their
Menees feels that when
Will
C.C. Lowry, M. D., Murray, ter to Mrs. Paul Westpheling,
Rennie Bushart, Dresden; Ina
others were seriously injured Baptist Church, with the Rev, Trustee of the First KMA editor of the Courier:
i:.*on, James and family in Louis- youths must be taken from
Hicks, Water Valley; Lucy JO
Kentucky.
'111e,
:
-their homes, the ideal cor- Wednesday morning, March 10 J, T, Tate officiating. Burial Trustee District, announced
Taylor, Crutchfieid; John Z.
a
tenMrs. Myra Ann Walker of rection center is Barkley Boys in a fire that destroyed
was in the City Cemetery. that a meeting of the District'S
Neeley, Wingo; Cecil Beard,
Humboldt visited her mother, Camp, a youth center at Lake ant house on Route 3, near Chaney Funeral Home was in members will be held on March
Mlayfield; Burlene
house charge of arrangements.
McCord,
Mrs. Veneida Moss and family Barkley, where young people Western School. The
24, 1971. The meeting will beThe following were patients
Union City; Mary V. Andrews,
last week.
Mrs. Mitchell was born April gin at the Paducah Country Club
receive the constant attention was on the Claud Middleton
In Fulton's Hospitals the week
Hackman; Katherine Mills, AnMiss Teresa Ferguson, a stu- and activity that he thinks is farm seven miles south of 10, 1915, the daughter of John at 5:30 p.m.
of March 17:
nie Jay Stinnett, Steve Mersa,
dent at Freed-Hardeman Col- necessary to solve the de- Hickman.
Donlow and Bertha Adams DonDoctor Lowry also sumounCed
55,
Mitchell,
Mrs.
Ardel
Tennessee,
Henderson,
Polly Beggs, J. W. Coleman;
lege,
low. She is surviyed by her that KMA President, John C.
45
linquency Problem. The
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
spent the weekend with Miss Barkley camp residents, whose and her 20-month-old grand- parents; her husband, Millard Quertermous, M. D., Murray,
Mrs. Jessie McAlister, Bobby
Faye and Cindy Burkette,
Sue Ellen Maxey, a student ages are between 13 and 15, son, Adam Mitchell, died in Mitchell; three sons: Roosevelt will be present to report on
Buckingham, Hewn CemPhell,
Sanders,
Charlene
Fuleitaim;
at Hardin College, Searcy, Ar- are given 24-hour supervision the fire. Roosevelt Mitchell, Mitchell, William Thomas activities of the State Medical
Danny Suiter, Cleo Gray, May- Charlie Minor, Sally Clark, J.
22, and Larry Ramsey, 22, Mitchell, and John L. Mitchell, Association.
kansas.
A representative of the World field; Phillip Scarbrough, Union S. Mullins, Virginia Colley,
by teachers, caseworkers, and
Mr. and Mrs. Doug Tunno a chaplain. Agents of the Ken- were treated in Tiptonville for all of Hickman; four daughters:
Campus Afloat Association of City; Don Henry, Rickman; Ephriam Jones, Mrs. Mary
and son, Doug, from Middleton, tucky Forestry Service give burns and later transferred to Miss Loretta Mitchell, Miss
Colleges and Universities will Mary Byrd, Wanda Counts, Williamson, Reel Fuiche r,
New York, visited her mother, the boys vocational training in Memphis. John L. Mitchell, 12, Willie
Mae Mitchell, Mrs.
• LATHAM
be on the campus of Murray John Powell Emerson, Sarah Catherine Meacham, Catherine
Mrs. Ella Mizzen, last week. forestry to supplement their was taken to Obion County Hos- Hattie Mayes, and Mrs. Betty
State University March 22-24
By Mrs. W. C. Morrison
Stroud, Wingo; Ruth Cashion, Heldman, T. D. Bolaz, Bennett
pital to be treated for burns. Lee Mayes, all of Hickman; and
Mr. Dewey Scott is hos- other classes.
to provide information about the
Martin; Rose Clark, Jo Ruth Wheeler, Fred Dyer, Fasie Lethree
were
reported
in
The
pitalized in the Baptist Hospital,
10
grandchildren.
The fact that the boys superprogram for the 1971-72 school
they
condition
when
McKee!,
Evelyn Reward, Water Conru, Horace Reams, Fulton;
serious
Memphis.
Bonnie
Cummings
returned
vise each other is a feature
Also surviving are three sisyear.
Mike Prince, Maim Moore, Jr.,
Valley;
Mrs.
Mrs. L. T. Caldwell and unique to Barkley, according were hospitalized, but Middle- ters: Mrs. Bertha Mae Rob- from the Fulton Hospital last
Beauties Howard,
Miss Susan Webb
will be
daughter, Anna Lou, spent last to Menees, who has visited ton said all are improving. inson, Mrs. Julia Browning, Friday and is recuperating at available from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Virginia Rogers, Mary Sue MM. Nell Taylor, Mary Jean
King, Cecil Easley, South FelAccording to Fulton County
Wednesday in Paducah.
three of Kentucky's ten juvenile
and Mrs. Dorothy Lee Smith, his home.
each day in the lobby of the Dundan, Zora Parks, South ton.
is ex- centers and has studied about Sheriff Corky Hill, all nine
Deepest sympathy
all of Hickman; and three - Mrs. Auzie Legens c• La- Waterneld Student Building or Fulton; Mrs. Nancy Thueman,
tended to the family of Mrs. the others. .The boys vote occupants of the house were brothers: John L, Donlow, Ben tham remains in a serious conby appointment through Robert Mildred Herring, Earl Robey,
Helen Doris Welch Soddy in on whether or not a boy should asleep when the fire started.
ACCIDENTAL DEATHS
Campus Afloat Mary Nelle Lowe. Shirley Kidd,
Frank Donlow, and L. C. Don- dition at Wealcley County Hos- Head, World
Helen
Doris
The
others
escaped
serious
Inher sudden death.
pital, with heart trouble and a advisor at Murray State,
Mary Horn, Ozelle Payne, AlThe National Safety Council
be allowed to return home,"
low, all of Hickman. was reared in this community he said. "The boys like it-- jury.
blood clot. All of her children
Murray State was recently tie William's, Victoria Stallens, reports that approximately 113,Funeral services for Mrs.
and attended the South Fulton they say it encourages them
Adam Mitchell, who was born have been called home.
000 Americans died as a reapproved as the first Kentucky Fulton.
Schools. She died from a heart to get along with each other." Mitchell and the child were July 5, 1969, was the son of Sympathy. is extended to the member institution of World
sult of accidents in 1970, a deattack at her home in St. Louis He said each boy's probation held Saturday, March 13 at Mrs. Betty Lee Mayes.
family of Tommie Oliver of Campus Afloat, a unique exFULTON HOSPITAL
crease of two percent from
on March 2nd. Her body was officer makes the final deDresden, who passed away Fri- perience in international higher Ilheather Powell,
Dukedom: 1969. The Cost of accidents in
returned here for burial. She cision on when he is allowed
day night at the Volunteer Hos- education conducted aboard Marvin Burkett,
Rebecca 1970 WLIS approximately $28
was the daughter of Mr. Sam to leave the camp, but that he
pital following a heart attack. ship.
Watts, Ralph Bostick, Clinton•
Welch of McConnell.
His
mother,
Royce
Oliver,
was
•
deother
boys'
the
considers
4
reared lit this commirger,,,;,:
Attetens before making his own.
.
from here ett
ftit
Want aft:C(1,14$ county
orten DST tv•rw,
.funeral
%fifty afternoon,
Judge in January 1970, Menees
Bowlin Funeral Home in Dressaid, he has attended every
den.
seminar and training session on
Doyle Bowlin is unimproved
juvenile delinquency that he
at his home, Mr.and Mrs. Lois
could. Last year he cooperated
Senator
Marlow W. Cook Townsend returned from MemHighway
Commissioner
B.
E.
with the Department of Child
King has announced a 1971-72 (R., Ky.) has announced that phis last week, where he had
Welfare in applying
for - County Road Aid Program al- hearings will be held by the undergone tests and x-rays. He
$3,000 grant from the Kenlotment of $65,901 for Fulton Commerce Committee on his appears better at this time.
tucky Crime Commission for
County. Included in the program bill to amend the Uniform Time
Michael Reed, who teaches at
•
a part-time probation officer
are 159 maintenance projects Act of 1966. Cook's amendment Bulls Gap in East Tennessee,
to help handle the caseload. and two
road improvement pro- would shorten the period during visited his parents, Mr. and
rewas
The grant request
which Daylight Saving Time is
jects.
Mrs. Sam Reed and his grandjected, but Menees and caseA total of 127.2 miles of in use from 6 monthsto slightly parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ben
workers are currently draftcounty roads will be maintain- more than 3 months.
Reed of Latham last week. He
edrqust,
under this year's program.
Last year Cook's amendment was attending the Boys' Tourlina-k114.., In addition, grade and drain
nament at Memphis.
5 work and rock surfacing are -died in committee, but the fact
Glad to report Raymond McPARK LANE Jewelry has planned for one mile of Sams that hearings on the bill will Nett Is able to be visiting
openings for two ,mggargers in Road beginning at KY 116 and be held this year may give hope around. He is now residing in
to supporters of the change.
drainage
Fulton-South Fulton area. Sal- extending north. A
The hearings will be held March a Rest Home in Fulton.
ary to $125.00 per week plus pipe will be installed on Park 23
Mrs. Mary Morrison Wilson
and 24.
Road
0.5
mile
north
of
the
override. For interview call
underwent surgery at the Obion
US
45
Bypass.
Mr. Williamson at Holiday Inn,
In addition to Cook's amend- County Hospital last Monday and
The County Road Aid Pro- ment, the hearings will consider is doing fine.
Monday through Wednesday,
gram was established by a gen- two bills that would allow states
Mardi 22-24.
Abe Crittenton isn't doing too
eral assembly appropriation of which are split into different well, following a stroke some
$13
Million
annually
to
help time zones to determine if the weeks ago.
LADIES, HAVE FUN! Make
• Weighs only 12 tbs. 12 so. less
money! 135 00 to
the counties meet their
and chain
entire state should be in the
extra
Chess Morrison suffered five
$50.00 sility
ib
county
rds
roads.
r
.
esP°nsame zone.
seizures last Thursday and isn't
• Cuts 12" trees in 10 seconds,
per week. Full or -pa-rt
South Central EieN
well. His visitors were
very
• Easy to start -- easy to handle
investment, no delivery. Cali
Vaughan,
Harvey
Mrs.
Mr.
and
479-2336 for Mm. Butts.
• Fells trees up to 3 feet in diameter
Mr. and Mrs. Bonnie CumGet a free demonstration today!
mings and Earl McNatt.
46 Acre farm with 3 bedroom

Barbara Mandrell To Appear
In Twin City Concert April 3

Two Die,Three Badly Burned In
Tenant HomeFire Near Hickman

KMA District To
Meet In Paducah

HOSPITAL NEWS

MSU Views
Unique Ship
School Plan

County Given
State Aid For
Road Projects

HOMELITE XLS-1are the fastest
seHing chain saws
in the world!

Cook Would
Sh
To 3 Months

What if thatcute little
out-of-town number you dialed
turnsoutto bethe wrongone?

First ofall,don't panic. All you need do is hang upas
diplomatically as possible,then call the operator.
Explain to her what happened and she'll make sure you
don't get charged for the call.
Above all,don't let it discourage you.
Dialing a long distance Lovin'Phone Call is easy when
you remember tofirst dial"i:'then the area code(ifdifferent
from your own),then the number.
And remember,the rates are
low every night plus all weekend
long.Ifat first...

HOMELITE
XL-12

©

4r:
4
57

tif-gor:&

Isom Hocnelile a
Pew light you can
blaece it in one hand,

BURNETTE
TRACTOR CO.
FULTON

house and outbuildings for
sale. Two miles northeast of
Ralston. Feeding floor holds
400 head of hogs.
101 Acres between Latham
and Dresden. Ideal for cattle,
good find. Call 587-3760.
FARM FOR SALE: Mikedom -Lathe m highway; about
95 acres. Level, high slate of
cultivation; less titan $300 acre.
Call (901) 479-1776.

Fulton Jaycees Set
Award Banquet Date

FULTON, Ky..
The
Fulton Jaycees will hold their
annual Distinguished Service
Awards Banquet April 18 at the
Holiday Inn.
David Pirtle has been named
chairman and tickets are priced
at $3.50.
Awards will be given to the
Jaycee of the Year, Boss of the
Year, and the Key Man Award.
These are the highest awards
given each year by the Fulton
Jaycee chapter.
Names brought up for consideration for the Jaycee of the
Year were Brady Williamson
and Tommy Perry. Williamson
was the Outstanding Farmer of
the Year and finished in the top
three in the state. Perry has

served the past year as president and has devoted much time
to the local club.
For the Outstanding B o s,
Kenneth Turner of WFUL, Bob
Morgan of Ferry-Morse, Cecil
Wade of Wade Television, and
Vyron Mitchell Sr. of the Fulton
Daily Leader, were named. All
were cited for their work to help
the local chapter in its community projects.
Tommy Perry Received tpe
Jaycee of the Month Award Sr
the month of February.
On April 3 the club will sponsor a barbecue supper at the
South Fulton cafeteria. The supper will be held from 5:30 until
7;30 and the price will be $1.25
per Plate.

S. P. MOORE & CO
140 Broadway, South Fulton
Phone 479-11134
—Armstrong Inlaid Linoleum
—Vinyl and Tile
—Downs and McGee Carpeting
—Upholstering, Modern and
Antique
—Viking Ritchie Carpeting
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One taste is worth t000words
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• Chestnut Glade
By Mrs. Harvey Vaughan

Baker Minton, County Jailer,
Dies Unexpectedly In Hickman
Raymond Baker Minton, the
Fulton County Jailer, died suddenly at his home on Route 4
Saturday morning, March 13.
He was 37.
Minton had begun serving his
third term as jailer in January
1971. His brother, J. C. Minton,
has been appointed by County
Judge James C. Menees to serve
as Jailer until the November
1971 election.
A native of Hickman, Minton
was born April 10, 1933. He was
the son of Mrs. Lora Trantham
Minton and the late Jasper L.
Minton.
He is survived by his mother,
one son, Michael L. Minton of
Hickman; six brothers: J. C,
Minton and Jerry Dean Minton
of Hickman; James L. Minton
of Peoria, Illinois; Harold
Minton of Milan, Tennessee;
Russell Minton of Moscow, Ten-

Minton
of
nessee; Homer
Washington, Pennsylvania; one
half-brother, James H, Minton
of Dyer, Tennessee, and two
sisters, Mrs. Betty Pike of
Memphis and Mrs. Rebecca
Krolczyk of Houston, Texas.
The funeral services were
held Tuesday, March 16 at 2
p.m. at the Chaney Funeral
Home. The Rev. J. W. Abney,
pastor of West Baptist Church,
officiated. Burial was in the
City Cemetery.
Marion
Pallbearers were
Graves, E. D, Johnson, Joe
Parker, Henry White, Elbert
Burr ham, Jerry Morrow, Gordon Ramsey,and Richard Myatt.
Honorary pallbearers were
Dee McNeill, L. C. Crocker,
Guy Phipps, W. C. Tipton, Ernest Fields, Stanley Hopkins,
John Elmer Cruce, Hassell
Williams, J. C. Menees, and
William Price.

The spring like days recently
that
are most encouraging
spring is truly Just around the
corner with the calendar telling us that the first day of
spring is only a few days away.
The congregation at the Oak
Grove Church was most interested by the pictures and
talk presented by Mr. Eddie
Grogan last Sunday evening. He
spoke of the most interesting
experience that he and Carolyn
enjoyed when they spent ten
weeks as medical missionarys
to the natives in Cameroon,
West Africa. He found it most
surprising how eager that the
natives are to accept the Gospel and how readily they assume
the responsibility to carry the
Gospel
to their fellowmen,
Cameroon is a most primitive
country with but few of the conveniences that we accept as
necessities.
Mr. and Mrs. Durrell Terrell and Mr. and Mrs. Joe

Terrell visited Mr. and Mrs.
Wilmer Jones and Randy in
Sayrna, Tennessee last Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Vaughan
spent last weekend. with Mr.
and Mrs. Ralph McKnight in
Sheffield, Alabama, While there
they were privileged to attend
four ,services at the Eastside
Church of Christ where Bro.
Allen Bryant was the speaker.
Bro. Bryant is indeed a powerful and inspiring speaker. Bro.
Elvis Huffard is the regular
minister for this congregation.
Mrs. Ellen Brown spent last
Fred
Mrs.
weekend with
Vaughan.
The Chestnut Glade Club will
meet with Mrs. Danny Wheat
for the regular meeting the
third Thursday. Visitors are
welcomed. At this time plans
will be made for two out of
the county trips, which will be
made during April and May.
Joe
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby
Brundige and children from
Nashville visited Mr. and Mrs.
Irvin Brundige last Saturday.
Mrs. Harvey Vaughan substituted at the Martin Elementary School, Monday.

• ROUTE THREE
Mrs. Mine. Williams
There was a big auction sale
at the Jesse Johns farm Saturday, with
Bill Gray, the
auctioneer. The One And All
Club served the dinner with a
large crowd attending.
Our congratulations to Mr.
and Mrs. Carl Puckett pn their
50th wedding anniversary. We
wish for them many more happy anniversaries.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Williams visited Mr. and Mrs.
Claud McNeil awhile Friday
evening.
The State Line Club met in
the home of Mrs. Mary Cavender in Fulton Wednesday afternoon, with all members and
three visitors present. We all
had a good time.
We are glad to welcome Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas Bruce back
home after they lived southeast
of Dukedom the past few years.
Those visiting us this past
week were:
Mrs.
Geneva
Foster, Mr. and Mrs. Revel
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Moody, Mr. and Mrs. Dee Pickens, Mrs. Ross Williams, Mr.
and Mrs. Hillman Collier, Mrs.
Carolyn Thomas and sons,
Adam, Bing and Joe.
Elder Bobby Crouch filled
his regular appointment at Old
Bethel, Sunday. He and family
had Sunday dinner with Mr.
and Mrs. Parvin Walker and
family.
Mr. and Mrs. Carlos Blackand visited Mr, and Mrs. Henson Jones Thursday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvie Williams
have moved to Water Valley
from near Wingo. That makes
three couples of our friends that
have moved there the past year,
Mr. and Mrs. Walker My dett and
Bro. and Mrs. Bill Lowery.
We hope they will all be happy
in Water Valley.
As news is scarce I will
pass these little readings on
to you.
How beautiful a day can be
when kindness touches it.
You are never fully dressed
until you wear a smile.
He who cannot give others

Complete Roof
Planned Protection

breaks the bridge over which he
must himself pass.
Worry does not empty tomorrow of its sorrow, it empties
to day of its strength.
bad See us for - - If you suffer from a
man's injustice, forgive him
men.
bad
two
Your Insurance
there
be
lest

You can partially judge
one's intellect by seeing
what he reads first in the
newspaper.

Needs

RICE AGENCY
Fulton 472-1341

Greenfield Monument Works
—
— In Operation 68 Years

Large Display
* Well Lighted At Night
Open Sunday Afternoons *
W. D. Powers

Greenfield
Phone 235-2214'

Fulton
Phone 472-1853

Introducin

Mrs. Bessie Thomas Mrs. McDonald
Mrs. Bessie Jane Thomas,
wife of John Thomas,died Monday, March 15 at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital in
Murray, following a short
illness. She was 77.
The daughter of the late Joel
and Loucinda Warren Wiggins,
she was born January 31, 1984.
Besides her husband, she
leaves two sons, Chester
Thomas of East St. Louis, Cecil
Thomas of Lynnville, a daughter', Mrs. Jessie Halley of Tiptonville; two brothers, Sanford
Wiggins, Lynville and Noveledd Wiggins, Lynnville and
two sisters, Mrs. Grit Boqdw,
Lynnville and Mrs. Belce Cantor of Lynnville.
Seventeen grandchildren and
eight great grandchildren.
Services were held at 2.30
p.m. Tuesday at Rhodes Chapel
with interment in the church
cemetery.

Mrs. Louise Ferguson McDonald, 65, formerly of South
Fulton, died Sunday, March 14
at the Obion County General
Hospital following an extended
illness.
She was the wife of Warren
McDonald, retired Interior decorator of Obion. Born in Hardeman County, Tenn., January 28,
1906, she was the daughter of
H. L. Ferguson of Obion and
the late Modina Lewis Ferguson.
Services were held at 2 P.In•
Tuesday
at the First United
Methodist Church
of Obion
with the pastor, Rev. Charles
Brady officiating. Interment
was in Rose Hill cemetery,
Obion.
Besides
her husband and
father, she leaves two daughters, Mrs. Ted Agee of Dyersburg, Miss Carolyn
McDonald of Obion, a brother,
Homer Ferguson of Texas City,
Texas, four sisters, Miss
Ferguson of °Mon,
Services for Mrs.Iva Donaho, Audrey
former Graves Countian, were Mrs. James Henderson, Woodheld at Jackson Funeral Home stock, Georgia, Mrs. W. M.
Chapel at 1:30 p.m. Saturday, Whitnel of Lexington, and Mrs.
March 13, with interment in Harry Morris, Paducah.
Acree Cemetery. Mrs. Donaho,
78, formerly lived near Sedalia.
She died at 10 a.m. Wednesday at the Heritage Convalescent Home in Athens, Georgia.
Carl Johnson, 75-year-old
She was a member of the retired farmer of Water
ValSedalia Methodist Church.
ley, Route 1, died unexpectedSurvivors include three sons, ly at his home this
morning.
Harry Donaho of Hawaii, Ed- He was a member of the
Mt.
ward Donaho, Granada, Colo- Zion Cumberland
Presbyterian
rado, William Donaho, Dover, Church.
Delaware, two daughters, Mrs.
Survivors include his wife,
Nell Bravmer, Frankfort, Ken- Mrs. Mary Willis Johnson;
a
tucky, Mrs. Carl Clifton of daughter, Mrs. Betty Rhodes,
Athens, Georgia.
Fulton Rt. 1;two grandchildren,
Several grandchildren also two nieces and a nephew.
survive.
Funeral services were conducted at 10 a.m. Thursday at
Hornbeak Funeral Home, with
Water Valley
Mrs. Eunice House Massie, burial in the
Cemetery.
77, longtime Fulton resident and
a descendent of pioneer Fulton
families, died at 4 p.m.Wednesday March 10, in the Fulton
Hospital. She was the widow of
Lee C. Massie, who died in
1957.
Dukedom Homemakers will
Born January 3, 1894 in meet March 24, at 1:00 p.m.,
Obion County, Tennessee, she at the home of Mrs. Richard
was the daughter of the late Berlage. Visitors are always
William B. and Sarah Borwder welcome.
House. She and her husband
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Manslived for a number of years field have moved into the house
In LaCenter, Kentucky prior to recently purchased from Gromoving to Fulton.
ver True.
Mrs. Massie was an active
Eunice Harrison spent last
member of the First United weekend with Mr. and Mrs.
Methodist Church.
Raymond Glover at Lynville,
Survivors include two daugh- They all went to Mayfield, to
ters, Mrs. Henry (Martha Sue) attend a birthday celebration for
Thomas, of Lubbock, Texas and their uncle, Mr. Will BrewMrs. Thomas (Sarah Lee) ington, who was 96 years old
Powers, of Washington,Indiana; on March 6.
three grandchildren, Mrs.G. L.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Cole reArmes of Plano, Texas, Rich- turned to their home from C hesard Powers of Washington,Ind., more Clinic, Paris, last Thursand Mrs. J. L Austin, Sierra day. Mrs. Cole is still conVista, Arizona.
fined to her bed.
A great granddaughter, JenMr. and Mrs. Durell Mcnifer Armes, also survives. Call were going through FarmServices were held at 2 p.m. ington and stopped to visit with
Friday at Hornbeak Funeral Mr. and Mrs. James Young and
Home Chapel, with Rev. Wil- family. Both parents were at
liam G. Adams officiating. In- work but they did see the childterment was in Palestine Ceme- ren. All were doing okay.
tery.
Webb Brown has not been
as well at his home this past
week, spending a good
part
Mrs. Bessie M. Laine, 71, of his time in bed.
Mrs. Paul Harrison returned
wife of Paul Leine and resident
to her home in Fulton followof 206 Eddings Street, died
ing surgery at Union City. She
Wednesday, March 10 while enis
making good recovery.
route to the Baptist Hospital
Eunice Harrison
has gone
in Memphis.
with them a few days.
to
stay
Born September 17, 1899
over the
Mark visited thern
in Lebanon, Tennessee, she
weekend.
was the daughter of the late
Mr. and Mrs. Garrett Bailey
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Burke.
had three oftheir children home
She had lived in Fulton since
weekend; Rickey of Boston,
this
1924, and was a %member of
Linda and family of Memphis
the Central Church of Christ.
Mary Ann from Detroit.
and
She and Mr. Lathe were marAlso, Lorene Rushing of Jackried September 16, 1919.
son, is visiting them.
Survivors include her husDurrell McCall is attending
band, Paul Lathe; a son, Paul
of West
called meeting
Lathe, Jr., of Charleston, W. the
Tennessee Synod, Monday night,
Va. and three grandchildren,
as delegate from Good Springs.
Devon Lathe, Charleston, W.
Going along with him is Mrs.
Va., Julie Lathe, Washington,
Mrs.
McCall and Mr. and
D. C., and Jill Lathe, CharlesLloyd Watkins.
ton, W, Va.
Mrs. Mitchell Powell Is
Three half-brothers, Homer,
patient at Fulton Hospital.
Chester and Effort Burke, all
Sympathy is extended to the
of Lebannon, Teem., also surfamily of Dave Mathis who
vive.
away Sunday night after
passed
Services were Friday, March
long illness.
12, at 10 a.m. at the Hornbeak a
Mrs. Ed Donoho,former resFuneral Home Chapel, with Bro.
ident, passed away in Gorgia
Charles Houser, officiating.10and was returned here for burial
torment was in Fairviewcemeon Saturday.
tory.

Mrs.Iva Donaho

Carl Johnson

Mrs. Ennio Massie

Mrs. Bessie Lain.

JOHNSON GROVE BAPTIST CHURCH

Johnson Grove Baptist Church was organized in 1888 and has
n remodeled three times. In 1955 four rooms were added and in

Virgil Patterson, George Finch, R. A. LeCornu, C. V. Maxfield
R. A. DeMyer (inactive).

963 three Sunday School rooms, basement and rest rooms were

and

SCHEDULE OF SERVICES

ded.
Sunday:
Rev. Harville Petty, the present pastor, has been ministering
this church since March, this year.
Wednesday

10:00 a. m. Sunday School
11:00 a. m. Morning Worship
7:30 p. m. Evening Worship
7:30 p. m. Prayer Meeting

The Board of Deacons consists of J. E. Bennett, Chairman,
(Picture courtesy of Gordner's Studio)

This Feature Is,Published With The Hope That More PeopleWill Go To Church.
Ills Sponsored By Firms Interested In This Community.
This feature is sponsored by the following public-spirited firms. The' nicest way to thank them is to patronize them.

Liberty Super Market
South Fulton, Tennessee

Hickman-Fullon R. E. C. C.
"Live Better Electrkally"
Hickman, Ky.

Hornbeak Funeral Home
302 Carr Street
Fulton, Ky.
472-1412

M & B Gulf Station
Tires, Batteries, Accessories
Kentucky Ave. at Reed
472-9068

The Citizen's Bank
Make our bank your bank
Hickman, Ky.
2364655

Turner's Pure Milk Co.
At the Store—or at your door
Fulton, Ky.
472-3311

E. W. James and Sons
Hickman

SUPERMARKETS
South Fulton
Union City

Fulton
Coca-Cola Bottling Co., Inc.
Kentucky Ave.

Fulton

4724471

Henry I. Siegel Company, Inn,
Fulton and South Fulton
a Good place to work

Fulton Electric System
Fulton, Kentucky
305 Main Street

172-1362

Compliments of

Fulton Bank
THE FRIENDLY BANK

Henry Edwards Trucking Co;
MC69492
Clinton, Ky.

653-3771

-

-lotebook
(Continued from page one)
ly add another huge, tourist industry to the
twin cities. Unfortunately, I have not had a
teat deal of success, but I believe this dream
glight become real with an added injection
.of determination that might be furnished by
members of the CBC.
The Democratic Process
In lending the full support of this newspaper to the CBC to achieve their negotiable
proposals made at the meeting Monday
night we must similarly remind them that to
achieve success in the democratic system, individuals must be active participants in that
democratic process.
.4

I mean that:

—To serve on Chamber of Commerce
..Aommittees, individuals must be members of
the Chamber of Commerce as is the require'went for their black and white friends and
.neighbors:
—To become cheerleaders in our
students must attain the scholastic
requirement as set forth by the schools and
.black students must compete with the same
vigor as do all students. If there is evidence
bf documented discrimination it must stop
here and now.)

r5thools,

—To get the more lucrative jobs in industry, finance and retailing the qualifications must be equal among all applicants.
(Here again, if there is evidence of documented discrimination because of race, there
are many state and federal agencies to
which this discrimination can be referred.)
—To acquire public and private funds
for a cultural center and library it must be
a cultural center for all people, for it is the
law of the land, and moreover a cultural
center and library for blacks alone would be
a travesty on the process of equality for
which the CBC is fighting.

of all the boards and commissions appointed
by each individual community, and to learn
the expiration dates of the terms of all of
these individuals. Having done this I would
suggest that CBC compile a list of qualified
individuals available for service on these
boards so that when the reappointments are
made, equal consideration will be given to
members of the black community.
CBC should similarly compile a list of
all qualified individuals in the black community and distribute this list to the business
community for equal consideration when
there are job openings.
CBC should appoint task forces to work
within the framework of accomplishment in
all of their proposals.
In this manner the strident voices now
being heard in the twin cities could build
their bridges of conciliation to a better future for allof us.
Strategy... Not Violence!
In one final comment about the proposals made by CBC I am again reminded of
the late and great Whitney Young, who was
accorded the highest tribute of respect at his
funeral services on Wednesday in Lexington.
The President of the United States was at his
grave site to bid him farewell.
The reminder is that Young had been
considered by many black militants to be too
willing to accommodate whites. But Dr.
Benjamin E. Mays president emeritus of
Morehouse College, Atlanta, Ga., praised
Young, saying he sought to work for his people through "strategies that were effective,
not violent."
This too, you can do, Joyce Morris Gill
with your loyal band of followers in the
CBC.

School

Plan—

(Cont. from pegs one)
of dirt to interested buyers.
James Hickman, a former City
Manager said in defense of
the channelizetton that "the officials thought that the improvement would really do some
good."
Mr. Reeks similarly informed
his small audience that the
late Charles Fields, as city
attorney, "refused" to add two
commissioners to the official
family. He also said that Mr.
Fields "ordered" all city officials to stay away from City
Hall. A copy of the letter,
examined by the News, advised
the commissioners of their new
duties under the City Manager
form of government, and in no
way, by fact or suggestion, inthat there was an
dicates
“order."
In another statement Mr.
Reeks siaid that he "heard" that
letter from the president of
the , Ilbriois Central Railroad,
protesting South Fulton's annexation program, was never
answered. The only letter concerning the Illinois Central in
the files at City Hall is a carbon copy of a letter seat to Me.
Alan S. Boyd, IC President, by
City Manager 134ake. Lt follows:
February 1, 1971
Mr. Alan S. Boyd
President, 1CRR
General Offices, Central Station
135 East 11th. Place
Chicago, Illinois 60605
Dear Sir:
• This letter is to express to
City
you the South Fulton
Commission's complete cooperation with the Illinois Central Railroad in its planned
future development of the reclassification center West of
South Fulton. In a recent conversation wtth the chairman of
the transportation committee of

the Fulton-South Fulton Chamber of Commerce, it was mer - P-6 Fulton Co. News, Thursday, March 18, 1971
tioned that South Fulton's recent annexation of territory between the old city limits and the
proposed site of the reclassification center might be construed as an effort on the city's
Are the people in South Fulton who signed
part to put a financial burden
on the proposed development a petition to change the city manager form of
site, and hender the Illinois government REALLY serious about wanting
Central Railroad on the demore representation of the people in city governvelopment of the site. This is not
ment?
the case.
The annexation included the
Then ask for it!
new South Fulton by-pass presThe News has been reliably informed that if
ently under construction in order that the city might extend a representative group of South Fulton residents
services to serve commercial petition the South Fulton Mayor
and Commisbuild-up that will occur when the
road is opened, and also allow sioners to add two new commissioners, making
the city to place encasements five commissioners, the legal machinery necesunder the new road for future sary could be put into motion
at the very earliest
utility extensions to the re(See Editorial, Page 2)
classification center provided time possible.
enough water for normal fire
protection requirements.
If the annexation program South
Fulton) effective the same from the utility fund to the genhas come to your attention and
date.
no specific
eral fund
for
you feel more specific inforThe City Commission has reasons. A review of the city's
mation should be supplied, studied
of records indicate that the transthe alternatives
please contact me.
raising the rate to the con- fer was made, but during Mr.
sumer or keeping the rate to Reeks' term of office. The
Sincerely,
the consumer the same and the transfer was made on a motion
City absorbing the increase by Mr. Reeks, what is more.
Mike Blake
from the supplier. The Com When asked why he didn't
City Manager
mission decided that for the circulate a petition to add two
City to absorb the increase more Commissioners instead
In reference to a gas rate in. would not be in the public in- of seeking to throw out the
crease for South Fulton resi- terest of the citizens of South whole form of government, he
dents Mr. Reeks stated that it Fulton.
stated that "it wouldn't have
To absorb the increase could done any good," although he ad5035 done secretly. without adfinancial
endanger
sound
the
vising the consumers. An ordimitted that he hadn't actually
nance setting forth the new gas conditions of the gas system tried.
The Citizens of South Fulton
rates was read for three con- and weaken one of South Fulsective weeks. In actchtion, at ton's main assets in attracting will be required to vote April
an open and public meeting of new industry --a sound finan- 6 on whether or Got they wish
to retain their. City Manager
the City
Commission Mr. cial structure.
The gas increase computed for& Of gcrvernment.
Blake made available the folaverage
sales
will
past
on
raise
lowing communication to the
the gas bill in a residental
press and to the Mayor and
dwelling 14C per week, a busCommissioners. Hem is the
CLASSMATE SOUGHT
iness 55C per weekend industry
communication:
Cecil C. Harp of the Fulton
$27.00 per week.
High School class of 1914 is
The rate increase effective Mike Blake
seeking the address of Jeanette
January 12, 1970 to gas con- City Manager
Torrance Bell, a classmate. Her
sumers reflects the amount of
last known addreets wee JackIncrease Texas Gas TransmisAmong
other
statements sonville, Florida. 1Darp's ad-,
sion Corporation has levied made by Reeks, one revealed dress is 268 W. Short St,
Lexagainst the distributor (City of that $30,000.00 was transferred ington, Ky. 40507.

A Suggestion For South Fulton
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In so doing all of you will have the
everlasting gratitude not only of the black
community... but of our entire community,

All Things Possible!
Except for the immediate establishment
of a cultural center and library (by April 15)
I feel that all the proposals made by the CBC
Monday are fair and just. I would be less
than honest if I did not say that a good many
of us knew that racial tensions were mounting in the twin cities.
But in all fairness I must add however,
that members of the black community who
have accepted appointments to the various
.civic and governmental committees in the
twin cities, had an obligation to advise the
proper people that a vast potential of young
and vigorous leaders in the black community
were eager and willing to lend their energies
to the growth and development of these twin
cities.
If this awareness was ever created by
some older adults in the black community,
we have not been apprised of it. I know, for
there are very few organizations in this corn-munity whose meetings I have not attended
at some time or another.
Some Suggestions
For whatever they are worth I would
like to make some suggestions to the CBC to
accomplish the success of their proposals.
I would strongly emphasize that the
CBC contact both municipalities to get a list

With your dedication, and the help of
citizens now made dearly aware of your
problems, and with the help of this newspaper, and this editor, who knows a great
deal about discrimination, your goals will be
accomplished.

The Demands
The six demands are:
4. Black cultural center and
I. More and better jobs; two
blacks in the city hall and library, with white community
Jobs for blacks with training providing the money with "no
strings" attached.
in basic clerical skills.
2. Discipline in the schools
on equal basis, race relations
seminar for teachers; more
5. Better street and sidewalk
participation in school activi- maintenance and upkeep in black
ties (not just football and bas- community.
:441
ketball); different method of
selecting cheerleaders.
3. Black representation in
city government especially on
the boards, with blacks selecting their own representatives-not handpicked members.

6. Representation on Urban ititif:
Renewal board and propertionate employtnenfjaconstructi,

LAST CALL!

The Jackson Purchase Historical Society's

Jackson
Purchase

He Tells It Like If Is

HOW TO
RECOGNIZE
ATRUE
BOURBON:

Mem

On April 1st all remaining unsold
copies of the Purchase Setquiteiitennial Edition will be returned to
the Historical Society. Get yours
now if you want one.

150 Years

SESQUICENTENNIAL

1 MIR

Consider the maker.ow WALA,Eks_ WA
Hiram Walker stands
c,
for a 113-year whiskeyoGetmaking tradition.
it straight. This
true bourbon is a
straight bourbon.
Check the age.
Ten High is aged for
at least four years. Sip
and learn. Slow and
ip
easy. Here's the
moment of recog%UM
nition for any bourbon
... the moment
of appreciation for
,
Ten High.

t

Everything a
bourbon shoukl be.

EDITION
WILLIAM SMITH
4
.

Candidate For Governor,
American Party
Hear Sections Of Address Given
Before Ky. Press Association
ON WFUL MARCH 22 26 1971
Paid for by American Party State Campaign
Pond,.
BOX MI5, Princitton, Ky, Oat* J. Phelps, Treasurer.

proof • Hiram Walker & Sone, Inc. Peoria, Ill

(No Primary - Subloct To November 1171 Election)

MAY BE PURCHASED NOW AT THE OFFICE OF

tElir34r, nit°n

ut tu "'eus

209 Commercial Avenue

BOUND COPIES...8200

Lin

Fulton

UNBOUND COPIES...gel

We will mail anywhere in the U.S.
Add $1 extra per copy for postage
and handling.
Mita
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So. Fulton Man Held
In Death Of Wife
SOUTH FULTON, Tenn.,
March 11 - James Preston
Priest, 51, of South Fulton has
been arrested by authorities
here and charged with suspicion
of murder in the death of his
wife, Caudle Mae McKinney
Priest.
Mrs. Priest, 49, died on Feb.
17 about three hours after she
was taken to the Obion County
Memorial Hospital at Union
City.
Priest said at the time his
wife had been ill and had fallen
off the bed several times during
the day, according to °Mon
County sheriff T. C. McCullough.
Death was attributed to widespread contusions, abrasions and
skull fractures which caused a
blood clot on the brain, according to the report of the Obion
County medical examiner, Dr.
Harold Butler.
Officials said Clarence A. McAlexander, Mrs. Priest's son by
a former marriage, arrived
home from Vietnam about three
days after her death. He asked
police officers to investigate the

SUPER SAVINGS
Al Evans Drug
.smao.1••••
HOSPITAL AND
SICK ROOM
SUPPLIES
To Sell or Rent
POND'S

Dusting Powder
11-oz. Size
Reg. $1.00

54c
ALBERTO VO-5
HAIR SPRAY
lies; Rag. $2.35

$1.69
CREST

death, they said.
Following a telephone call
from officials, Priest came to
the South Fulton police station
where he was placed under arrest by McCullough and Tennessee Department of Investigation agent Jack Charton, according to reports.
Officials said both Priest and
Mrs. Priest were employed by
the Ferry-Morse Seed Company
at Fulton. At the time of her
death, the couple had been living with relatives in South Fulton, officials said.
Priest is being held In the
Onion County Jail at Union City
without bond pending a hearing
pt 10 a.m. Friday in General
Sessions Court

Brock Speaks
At BPW Meet
In Fulton

FULTON, Ky.,
Don Brock of Paducah, coordinator of alcohol and drugs
at the Paducah Mental Health
Center, was the speaker at the
meeting of the Business and
Professional Women's Club
Tuesday evening.
Brock's topic was "Use, Misuse and Abuse of Alcohol and
Drugs."
Miss Anna Lou Caldwell, the
president, welcomed members
and guests and conducted the
business session during which
the members voted to have a
rummage sale and a bake sale
in the near future.
Mrs. Helen Allen, personal
development chai rman, conducted a personality self-rating
test. She introduced Kenneth
Turner who presented the
speaker of the evening.
Three new members are Mrs.
Elizabeth Bushart, Mrs. Doris
Harris and Mrs. Dorthy Hopkins.
It was announced that the
first district meeting will be
held at Ken-Bar Inn on March
20 with the Princeton Club as
hosts.
Plans are being made for the
annual birthday dinner on April
6

Teettspaste
Family Size

Good Old Fashioned

HAMPOO

BARN PAINT

$1.79
RIGHT GUARD
Deodorant
7-ez; Ras. $1.59

99c

01-

White House Paint

$2.99 gaL

$2.99 gal.

Best Grade Outside Latex House Paint
WHITE and COLORS
()II. BASE SAME GRAD)

DRUG CO.

DSC

aod

10399:
.

0044'

Reatoeue Savage edmft4.ef

Puns',

456 LAJCIE STREET
FULTON, KENTUCKY

$10.00 VALUE

TELEPHONE 472.3812

ATTENTION MOTHERS

8 x 10
Living Color

Portrait
97c
Pius
50c Film Charge

4

Daniel Boone's Son
Killed At Blue Licks

MT. OLIVET, Ky. - A tall
stone shaft in Blue Licks Battlefield State Park, near Mt.
Olivet, commemorates the 60
pioneers - including D aelel
Boone's son, Israel-who were
killed there Aug. lif, 1782, by
British and Indians in the last
battle of the Revolutionary War.

Artist Supplies

(

Open Tues. thru Sat:
NASHVILLE, Tenn. - Bid In7:30 - 5:30
vitations have been made by
1
the Nashville District, Corps of
Engineers, for more than 75,000
gallons of emulsified asphalt.
204 Main St. Fulton
472-1084
Col. John C. Bell, district en- hairwAsinwAsnwasnwAsmr
gineer, said the material is for
paving operations at eight public use areas on Lake Barkley.
Bids will be opened March 24.
Sites scheduled for the work
are Buzzard Rock, Grand Rivers, Barkley Canal, Drydens
Creek, Rockcastle, Devils ElCall Us
479-9082
S9ITICO
bow, Calhoun Hill and New
Providence.
There are 47 public use areas
planned for eventual development along the 118-mile-long
lake and 40 of these are at least
partially developed. Presently,
there are 350 picnic tables and
more than 2,600 parking spaces
available for project visitors.
Pieces $1.00
9- Pieces _ $1.99
Last year more than 2.5 million
visitors visited Barkley Dam
CALL US
479-90U
and Barkley Lake.

Hobart Shoe Service,

11

"Shop in our Complete
Art Department"

4h Sherwin-Williams
Lake St.

Kay s

5-

Save the big ones! Enter them in Western Auto's

1971 FISHING CONTEST
-OUR PRIZES FOR THE:BIGGEST BASS:
Spincast Rod and Reel
BIGGEST CRAPPIE:
New Tackle Box
BIGGEST BREAM:
Fly Rod and Reel
Fish must be weighed in at Western Auto
Store On Lake Street In Fulton.
CONTEST OPENS MARCH 20-ENDS JUNE 15th
You ought to look over our RIDING MOWERS, too ...
they'll give you more time for fishing!

WESTERN AUTO STORE
200-4 LAKE STREET

Sears
2

All Work Guaranteed

ONLY AT BEN FRANKLIN IN FULTON
TUES.-WED.- THUR., MARCH 23 - 24 - 25
HOURS 10 - 1, 2 - 5

E3ENO
XFRANKLIN
400 LAKE STREET
FULTON KY.

FULTON, KY.

3Days Only
THUR • FRI • SAT

h

Buys
JtP Both

Fulton, Ky. Ig

Kenmore Washer Plus Dryer

756

LESS THAN YOU WOULD EXPECT TO PAY FOR THE WASHER ALONE!

2*

New
International
Custom
756
Diesel.

r
eite,„:4

PRICE INCLUDES DELIVERY
and NORMAL INSTALLATION

18100

STANDARD

EQUIPMENT:

Adiustable wide
Diesel engine •
valve•100 x
310 Cubic inch
rear
Single
fenders s
Deluxe
756 D
axles
front
train - same as
axle • Power
Deluxe
suspension
31/4 -inch rear
Vertical
(540-1000 RPM)•
(Optional) (16
•IPTO
Torque amplifier
shift
Seat •Power
3-point hitch
speeds reverse) •
available.
speeds forward -13
Financing
drawbar•
with swinging

PaultiaillingImplementCo.
fulton, Ky.

\Take Hone/

FRIED CHICKEN

Full Selection of Poses
No Age Limit

Barbecue

GOLDEN BROWN

CUSTOM
Big power.
Low price.

1

2

ACRYLICS, OILS,
MEDIUMS, CANVAS,
BRUSHES, EASELS

12

Asphalt Bids
Sought For Work Shoe Repair While You Wait
In Lake Area 6 Quality Workmanship We do "build-up" work

9

No Appointment Necessary
Limit: 1 Per Subject
2 Per Family
Additional Subjects $3.95
Groups $1.47 Per Person

Of interest to Homemakers

99 Gallon
c_.

estvrde'“2•ck°

$1.09
ne Urn a•••

THURSDAY, MARCH 18, '1971

Highway Commissioner B. E.
King Thursday announced rural
PIKEVILLE, Ky,
-Sen. try is becoming quite trams- secondary road
programs for
Marlow Cook, R-Ky., says Pres- dens."
Calloway and Ballard counties
Went Nixon's revenue sharing "Fmni strictly a financial in the fiscal year starting July
program "would make a more standpoint," he added, 'lave- 1.
nue sharing is a dire necerieity.
Calloway's program calls for
direct impact on state and local with
incremed f
inancial
the spending of $282,720.47.
governments than all other sources at their disposal, state
The Ballard program is for
federal program in modern his- and local governments could
1191,077.57.
tory."
more ably deal with those probThe Calloway projects:
However, Cook, in a speech L
ea5 Marra most familiar
Bituminous initial surfacing is
to the Pike County Chamber of ".`"'"
Commerce's amnia' banquet Cook said it would be "totally planned for three sections of
Monday night also said elimi- Illogical to assume that fader- Ky. 464 totaling 3.5 miles, 1.6
nation of the Appalachian Re_ al administrators can morn 1111- miles of Squire Irving Road, .6
&nal Commission would be a fectively solve problems width mile of Coles Camp Ground
they curiously view from Ws* Road and one mile of Carlton
dire mistake.
Cook said the revenue sharing frivolo, while local and state et: Road.
Grade and drain work and
plan "Is rather radical, but it fides rntiSt deal with the Preis*
rock surfacing are planned for
is logical. and I might say, its terns on a daily basis."
reception throughout the coun- Defending the ARC, which one mile of Ky. 1346, 0.5 mile of
was formed in 1965 but has been Donegan (Peters) Road, 1.2
given only a one-year extension miles of Peters (Donegan)
at the present time arid could Road, 1.4 miles of Les Todd
Fulton Unit Names
be discontinued after July 1, Road and 1.1 miles of McCul4 New Directors
1972, Cook cited hte many im- lough Branch Road.
Bituminous surfacing is schedFULTON, Ky.- Four new di- provements made in Appalachia
uled for 1.3 miles of Tom Tayrectors of the Retail Merchants because of the program.
Bureau have been named by "I believe no federal program lor Road, 1.6 miles' of West
the membership, according to has yielded greater benefits for Fork Church Road and 2.1
Bob Bay, president.
the people within its sphere of miles of Old Newburg Road.
Various county roads totaling
The four are Bill Bradley, Influence than the ARC pro113 miles will be maintained unPaul Kasnow, David McCoy and gram," Cook said.
Hendon Wright.
He said in five years, more der the 1971-72 program.
The Ballard projects:
Directors are elected for a than 850 miles of Appalachian
two-year term.
Development highways have
Bituminous resurfacing Is
Current members who will been added, more than 300 vo- planned for 1.8 miles of Ky. 310
serve another year are Dick cational and educational train- and 3.6 miles of Ky. 802.
Armstrong, Wald Green, Charles ing facilities have been proThe widening and bituminous
vided, and numerous gains have resurfacing of 0.9 mile of Ky.
McMorrles and Lonnie Roper.
been
made under the program 802 is scheduled.
Officers will be elected later
this month by the eight direc- In the areas of medical faciliGrade and drain work and
ties,
housing
and public accom- 'rock surfacing are planned for
tors.
modations.
2.3 miles of Herschel Jones
Those whose terms are expiring are Bob Bay, Ed Holt, Paul "To me, it would be sheer Road and 0.7 mile of Moore
folly
to
see
program
this
deRoad.
Kasnow and Guy Upton.
Sections of various county
Kasnow filled the unexpired emphasized when it has NW beto
gun
revitalize
roads
an
that
area
totaling 66 miles will be
term of Nathan Wade and was
has been keg, long neglected," maintained under the 1971-72
eligible for reelection.
said Cook, who is supporting a program.
bill in Congress that would extend the ARC for four years.
Siberia makes up a tenth of
It mast be possible to include the
earth's land mass.
the ARC in the revenue diarb g.system," he said. "The two
are not incompatible."
HAVE AN ART
PROBLEM •

WHITE ONLYI

3,-oz. Size
R•11- $1.50

54.
'
It14

Revenue-Sharing: Road Plans
'Radical, Logical,' Told For
2 Counties
Declares Cook

tt, OIL BASE
*Red *Green *White)

PDSSPRAY

TANS

FULTON KENTUCKY

T

IT IT'S PAINT! WE'VE GOT IT!
PRICED RIGHT 1001-,-

PROTEIN 21

14-m. Size
Rea. $2.49

With
The Amer icon
Red Cross.

Phone 412.1803

KENMORE

WASHERS

6-vane agitator gets clothes clean
No Trod.-in Reqvind
• Excellent wmhing action get• out even
tiegirtio.n dirt ... helps get your
clothes sparkling clean
• Poreelain.finished wash beaket stars
smooth, resins mars and stain.
• Safe') switch •spa spinning action
when lid I. 'oleni
• Ruilt-in lint filter uorks full time

Sears
12*1111101111(11

CO

60110

KENMORE DRYERS
2

drying

temperatures: Heat, Air
No Trode44 Required
•doom the "Hest" settles for drying
all your Resnalar items
•"Air Only" setting fluffs woolens.
plumps pillows and drim rainwear
• Load-A-Door drape down to make
• inevenieet loading alerif
• Safety door switch

Sears Catalog Sales Office
303 Broadway

South Fulton, Tenn.

••••••
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THAT'S A FRET

land
Bowling Green
Covington
Elizabethtown
'Hazard
Lexington Richmond

FULL SPEED!
YEARS BEFORE PLATON LAUNCHED
'Caoznowr JAMES RUMMY IN MI
A AVICHANICALLV PROPRUJID
.VT WORKED ON A JET PRINCIPLE
EIV A PUMP AND MACHO,A G'EEO

1WAS A SYSTIA17
Is- THE
-.XIOU DarnMOS INTERPRISS
,1W
SVSTSAI!ANC
CAN supPORT ir elEsr
THE
ay JO•NIN6sAvimiss
PLAN!
aw.
U.S.
Emoesz,
;L
SAVINGS MOWS
SERVE YOU WHILE
THEy SERVE vOuoz

counrow
•
:;••.
*****

THE DEEP END!
The DEEPEST CANNON IN THE V1ORLD
19 NEU:S CANNVNI DIVIDING IDAHO
. AND OREGON IT REACHEB A DEPTH
OF 7,900 FEET!

!Seed Corn Shortage
Seen As 'Critical'
dealers use a number of iners who are unable to get all
Tritirdi when they describe the the resistant varieties they want
'lied situation in Obloe County will go to either milo or soybeans and this brings up anotharid they're all bad.
Probably "critical" is the er question.
With the big switch on, will
most, often used word but when
there be enough of this seed to
they are all boiled down they meet the demand?
simply mean there is not nearly
All in all, it looks as if corn
.3 enough seed corn to go around
acreage will be cut to something
In Tact, mapy estimate the total like 50 to 60 per cent of normal
corn acreaie this season will be acreage and that only about 30 to
half of last year.
35 per cent of this will be the
The reason for the big cut in blight
resistant normal cytocorn production goes back to last
plasm variety.
year when theSouthern Corn Leal
William Paul Erwin of the
Blight cut deeply into yields.
Polk road said he has enough
A resistant varietyhasemerresistant seed corn to plant about
ged but there is not enough °PIMA 160 acres,
whereas last year he
variety. Generally speaking, the planted
319.
100 per cent normal cytoplasm
I can get some more
hope
"I
strains of corns are believed to because I
would like to plant
be resistant. Next In demand is
about 300 acres this year. All
the 70 per cent normal cytoplasm in all, I
would call the seed
but after that most will agree corn
situation critical and 1100k
you are taking a chance.
for corn to be considerably shortOf the dealers contacted, er this year
with soybeans and
--TTrost said they have abput one- mil°
:
taking up the slack."
third the amount of resistant
Melvin Sturgis of the Old Mc: seed required and one said he had Connell road said he had enough
: ally 10 per cent cif the amount ci corn for 100 acres but normally
_
seep corn,,tie newts.
plants 150.
I IT n'hiirstrnply means that many
"I don't guess I would have
J/ duly lerose to plant gotten this hut we got booked
.1 corn, wIlt have -to go to some- for it last
.
July and August. Those
• thing else. Here too, they havea folks who
didn't get booked that
e: choice but those In the know say' early are lust out of
luck. Some
2 the choices aren't too good. of us who went into our fields
:Por Instance, a farmer can last year and saw what was hap: plant a second generation nor- pening
(blight) knew there would
mal cytoplasm but second gen- be a problem getting seed corn,"
erat(ona produce only 75 to 80 he said.
pet'tent as much corn as the hyMr. Sturgis said he will plant
brids.
10 or 15 acres of mil° this year
Then there are the 50percent and put the rest of his ground in
and most soybeans.
normal cytoplasm
folks contend that the farmer who
Johnny .Board of Obion said
giblets these is taking a chance he has about half enough
seed
ultit the blight
corn but has hopes of getting
Ilow about open pollinated more.
corn? Some are going this route
He said he may plant a little
also but, here too, production is open
pollination corn which will
not as high as with hybrid corn. be cut for
silage,"but, of course,
Some are looking at Flint, a corn we
don't expect it to yieldas well
grown in Argentina which has 80 as
the hybrids.
to'85 per cent the normal yield
"We are going to level our
but Mitch produces a hard seer',
fields, fight the Johnson grass and
Some folks feel Flint will be
plant the corn if we get it," he
in Short supply later inthe plantsaid.
ing lesson.
Johnny Brut( of Warterfield
-.-. In many cases, however, far- Grain
Company called the seed
II))fl •

T.

atinersti

MONDAY
MARCH 22
4:30 MISTEROGERS' NEIGHHOOD. (C)
5:00 SESAME STREET: For
children. (C)
6:00 WINDOW TO THE CLASSROOM: The
Communists:
Communist Theory.
8:20 CALLING ALL CONSUMERS: How Cheese Is Made.
8:25 LAW OF THE LAND. An
information series on law for
the public (C)
6:30 FOLK GUITAR: Laura
teaches some new chords
and the words and mus.c to
"Good Bye Old Paint".
7:00 BRIDGE WITH • JEAN
COX: Review: common finesses. Jean shows how to amplify trump tricks.
7:30 TV HIGH SCHOOL: Literature-Author Techniques.
8:00 KUKLA, FRAN AND OLLIE: Crystal Ball Gazing with
Madame Beulah. (C)
8:30 THE WORLD WE LIVE
IN: The Weather Watchers.
(C)
9:00 MASTERPIECE THEATRE: THE FIRST CHURCH
ILLS: A Family Victory. (C)
10:00800K BEAT: Of a Fire
on the Moon" by Norman
Mailer. (C)
10:30 PANNED. For health
professionals.
TUESDAY
MARCH 23
4:30 MISTEROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD. (C)
5:00 SESAME STREET. For
children. (C)
6:00 CREATIVE CLIPBOARD:
Jim Seidelman demonstrates
how children can create
with household items. (C)
6:15 WINDOW TO THE CLASSROOM: A lesson on Touching
the World from Ripples. (C)
6:30 TV HIGH SCHOOL.(R)
7:00 BECAUSE WE CARE.
Dr. Gerald Edwards uses the
role-playing technique as he
explores the question: What

WKMA
WKMR
WKMU
WKON
WKPI
wKSO

Recall Vote
Set At S.F.

Ch. 35
Ch. 38
Ch. 21
Ch. 52
Ch. 22
Ch. 29

Voters of the City of South
Fulton will decide whether or
not to retain the city manager
form of government in a special
election on Tuesday, April 6,
was called
election
The
the
by
Wednesday morning
Election ComObion County
mission, according toMrs.mary
Melvin cant, clerk.
The election was set after
two South Fulton residents presented petitions to the commission asking the recall of the
present form of city govern.
ment.
A feud, which has been brewing for some tinie, between
officials and
South Fulton city
a number of disenchanted citizens, came to a head Monday
morning when the petition was
filed in union City by former
commissioner John Reeks and
Marvin Carman, a Negro resident.
bears
The petition, which
276 names, calls for the citicity
to vote out the
zens
manager-form of government.
If the special election results
In a vote to mist the present
form of government, then
the
'city would return to the mayor
and six-councilmen form.
In such a cage another election would
then have to be
called to elect the new mayor
and councilmen.
Just what effect the change
In forms of government would
have on lands which have been
the
annexed to the city under
city manager form is not cerbelieve
tain. Some officials
these lands would revert tack
to the county.
The city manager form of
government has been in effect
and the city has
since 1964
city
been served by three
managers, Henry Dunn, James
Hickman and the present manager, Mike Blake, who came
to South Fulton in 1968,

situation "very critical." He
said
the firm received about
one-third enough seed but added,
"we are hoping to get more corn
In.''
He said many farmers are
inquiring about soybeans and
bird resistant mil° and explained
that while the company has a good
supply of both, "we expect it toback up and get short also."
A. T. Cloar at the Gulf Chemical Company said they are short
on milo seed right now.
"We made.pur milo order six
months ago and got only 50 per
cent of it. We don't have any on
hand now," he said.
At the Farmers Cooperative,
Freeman Harris said his firm got
only 10 per cent of the resistant
corn it needed. He said, however, that he has a good supply
of mil° seed on hand now. He
said he looks for soybean seed
to get a little short this season primarily because of the excess moisture last fall which is
expected to lower Its germination'
ratio.
Harold Barham at Farmers
Grain & Fertilizer
Company
said he feels that any farmer or
dealer who thinks he is going to
get more of the resistant seed
corn Is "just doing a lot of wishful thinning."
He stid right now they are not
short on mllo but said almost
all of their allotment is sold out.
Just about all of the dealers
had plenty of corn blends (those
with 50 per cent normal cy-

is the role of the teacher kit 'American History series.
8:25 CALLING ALL CONSUMdrug education?
7:30 BUSY KNITTER II: Two,, •ERS: The Importance of the
more patterns are added to.. Dairy Industry.
6:30 TV HIGH SCHOOL (RI
the sweater. (C)
8:00 SOUTHERN PERSPEC- 7:00 THEY WENT THAT'A
TIVE: A television magazine WAY: The building and demise of Hoot Gibson's film
with a southern accent.
8:00 THE ADVOCATES:Should career.
the United States discon- 730 To Be Announced.
tinue military aid to Greece? 8:00 WASHINGTON WEEK IN
REVIEW: Four Washington
(C)
10:00 SAN FRANCISCO MIX. newsmen discuss the weeks
events. (C)
newsmaking
(C)
MINUTES 8:30 NET PLAYHOUSE: They
THIRTY
10:30
WITH.
WEDNESDAY
MARCH 24
4:00 KUKLA, FRAN AND OLLIE. IC) (R)
4:30 MISTEROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD.
5:00 SESAME STREET. For
children. (C)
8:00 WINDOW TO THE CLASSROOM: A lesson on Social
changes from the junior high
series, Kentucky Is My Land.
(C)
6:20 CALLING ALL CONSUMERS: Types of Cheeses.
6:25 LAW OF THE LAND. (C)
6:30 EFFICIENT READING.
Applying the SD4 formula.
7:00 FOLK GUITAR. (R)
7:30 TV HIGH SCHOOL: Literature-Interpreting Poems.
8:00 THE FRENCH CHEF
8:30 THE GREAT AMERICAN
DREAM MACHINE. (C)
10:00 REALITIES: Basketball
Fever. The intense interest
of sports fans throughout
the country in basketball is
seen in mocrocosm in the
state of Indiana where this
interest reaches a fever
pitch. (C)
10:00 SOUL! (C)
THURSDAY
FRIDAY
MARCH 25
MARCH 26
4:30 MISTEROGERS' NEIGH- 4:00 EFFICIENT READING:
BORHOOD. (Cl
(R)
5:00 SESAME STREET. For 4:30 MISTEROGERS' NEIGHchildren. (C)
BORHOOD. (C)
8:00 WINDOW TO THE CLASS- 5:00 SESAME STREET. For
ROOM: A lesson from the
children. (C)

Social Security

Civic clubs and organizations
In 'this area are welcome to the
FULTON, Ky.-Word has been
free service of having a Social
Security speaker at club meet- received here of the death of
ings.
Lloyd C. Halley in Akron, Ohio.
"This service is nothing
Mr. Halley, a brother of Mrs.
new," said N. Farris Vaden, Alton Roberson and Mrs.
Social Security district manager Claude Tucker of Fulton, died
for the Dyersburg office.
morning following a
Mr. Vaden pointed out Putt Monday
most social Security speaking en- heart attack.
He was 62 and was employed
gagements In the past have been
arranged as a result of *,club by.aba,Firestone Co. for many
Social
Se,.
chairman contacting
'ye* prioelo his recent retire•
cult/ and aaldng far a arlaiart:'Exent He ilea a Baptist,
"What we're interested in
Services were held Wednesday
now," he emphasized, "Is to
make this service more wide- at 2 p.m. at Akron.
ly known so that more people
can take advantage of it."
Mr. Vaden pointed out that
perhaps the most important function of the social Security Administration is to protect the
rights of the public in matters
concerning Social Security and
Medicare.
He Invited all interestedclubs
and organizations In this area to
get in touch with the Dyersburg
Social security office to !aim
advantage of this Social Securiq
speaker service. "Just let us
know when and where your meeting will be held, and we'll work
out the details with you," Mr.
Vaden sale.

Dies In Akron

"Fiesta Of Values"
Al Your
Family Shoe Store
FOR MEN!
Savings on Several Styles
$5 $10 $15
LADIES!
Check These Values!
$3 $5 $7 $10

toplasm and lower) on hand but
admitted that most farmers are
afraid of them.

Tnyiblnyy
InCybel.n • W...aniy 0. K bad..
bend .4 be..... in
%ninon no,* yone,s 4000e
n•n
tioo,4n,onsb, onl nnsbyna.4 one norennl flan

Open Friday Nile Till 8:P. N.
CHECK OUR SUPER VALUES
Fri. Nile, 5:30 - 8 P M.

At

ktlay Family Shoe Store
Fulton, Ky.

This steel belted Radial Tire carries the Michelin Warranty°
for 40,000 miles of tread wear.(Many owners get much
more.) Puncture resistant Michelins stop faster, corner
better, give more traction on wet surfaces. Yet they
cost less per mile of driving than any tire you can buy.
Now there are Michelins for all domestic cars. Why
not stop in and select "the best" today for yours.

MICHELIN
"FOR

-Plastic pipNEW YORK
ing is growing faster than any
other portion of the pipe market, according to Arthur D. Little, Inc., Cambridge, Mass., research, engineering and management consulting firm.
Pipe and fittings used 524 million pounds of resin in 1969 and
will probably consume more
than a billion pounds by 1975.
Market value reached $214
million in 1968, up 16 per cent
from 1967.
Although plastic pipe represents less than 5 per cent of
the total pipe market on a dollar
basis, the share is up from approximately 1 per cent five
years ago.

1

They already are
ponds and
up in the
the
muddy and

Papermouth."
a
being caught from
few have been picked
streams. Many sections of
rivers have been too
too high for fishing, but whet*
there is clear water, croppie and
black bass are being taken.
This is not to indicate that
fishing is good right now, but is
men are ready.
meant as a reminder that be.
A friend, who keeps a calen- fore you know it fishing will be
prodar of his fishing events,
In full swing, and that more
duced records to show that last favorable fishing weather cannot
headthe
year on March 13, in
be many days away, notwith.
waters of Lake Herrington, he standing the blustery predictioe
bass
white
of
caught a big string
made by Mr. Groundhog ori
by casting just below the first Feb. 2.
calendai
riffle. He consuked his
Many fishermen are of the
to prove also that he had caugM opinion that fishing will hit
section
River
whites In the Dix
high mark earlier this year than
for well over a month that same for the past several when coil
year.
winters and colder waters de.
To most persons it would seem layed top fishing until well up in
a bit early for the whites to be April. Of course, there were ex-i
running now. But credence is ceptions to last year's trend mil
lent to that by the fact that even the shallower waters, always tM
on March 1 this year reports first to warm, produced fish at
came from Dale Hollow of an earlier date.
During the past winter there
whites moving into the headwaters of that lake, where the were very few long, drawn-out
surface temperatures were about periods of frigid weather and the
five degrees above that of the lake waters did not become as
cold as in previous cold winters.
lake itself.
Expert crappie fishermen have By the same reasoning, with
all
favorable March and April
been catching this species
through the winter, but now it's weather, the water should 'warm
to the stage where just about at an earlier date than
anyone who knows anything and, of course, with warm was
about fishing can harveat "Old ter, comes good fishing.

FRANKFORT, Ky.,-Don't be
surprised any day now to hear
that the white bass have moved
into the headwaters of a number
of lakes, that crappie are being
caught in greater numbers and
that black bass are hitting 00
surface lures. That time of year
is not far away and the fisher-
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0

usual

WANTED:G.L.P.N.and R.N.
New Extended Care Facility. Excellent
salary, fully paid hospitalization, vacatiom

Ii

sick leave, holidays,
— Opportunity For Advancement —
Send Resume' To—
P.O. BOX 297, FULTON,KENTUCKY
— Or Call —
502-472-1972 For Appointment.

--1.1t2=14131111111

Liquor sales are permitted in
129 of Texas' 254 counties.

steal bunnies de their
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Prices Good Thur - Fri. - Sat.

Fishing May Start
Early This Season

lh1Mn

YOUR
INDEPENDENT
TIRE 'DEALER.'

FOR CHILDREN!
1 - Group $7
1 - Rack, $3

Fulton, Ky. Thursday, March 18, 1971 Page 2

Piping Hot

Loyd C. Dailey

Michelin makes
one grade oftire.
The best.

warn

Lake Street

httdisonyille
Morehead
Murray-Mayfield
CAventon
Pikeville
Somerset
h.

KEA:NUN:KU tautit:W.1011AL TEILevi:HoN

4 MUSS PER noun!

.1

WKAS Ch. 25
WHGB Ch. 53
WCVN Ch. 54
WKIT Ch. 23
WKHA Ch. 35
WIKLE Ch. 44
Louisville

SAFETY'S SAKE"

Scales Tire Service
Middle Rd.& Hwy. 51,Phone 472-3531
FULTON, ICY.

ster shoppin° here
BOYS

BOYS SOCKS

Crew and ankle styles; first - quality cotton;
Sizes 7- 10 — Regular price 4 pr. $1.19

4 Pair 88c

SPORT SHIRTS
Sizes 4 to 18
Permanent Press
Reg. $1.99 Values

41414

$1.49

GIRLS PANTIES
100`;• Nylon, Lace Trimmed; Elastic Waist
and Legs; White and Pastel Colors.
Sizes 4 -18

Mena Stripe, Flab-both)

7-

DRESS JEANS

AO

Good Assortment
50% Cotton,50% Polyeste
Waist 29 - 36

5 For $1.00

$4.99

LADIES SANDALS
NEW FOR SPRING!
A LARGE ASSORTMENT!

$1.77 To $3.00

Men's Ban-Lon

KNIT SHIRTS
$3.33
Other knits, 100% Polyest
$2.99

Mens — Boys — Youths
Ladles Canvas

SPORT SHOES

CASUALS

White With Black Stripe
Vinyl Uppers, Crepe Soles

1

ARRIVING DAILY!

$2.88
P.N.HIRSCH a CO.
615 BROADWAY. SOUTH FULTON
Hours: Mon.thru Thus,8:30 - 6: Fri. - Sat.- 8:30 - 8

a 11 n

....okurmunrwra,raves*

Wm

$2.00 Pair

REGISTER HERE!
WIN $100 CASH

r haft,.
master
,

Fulton Ky. Thursday, March
r18, 1971 P

Page 2
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You Always Save More
When You Shop At LIBERTY
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The Prices In This Ad Good From W eltesday
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cit sco
CATSUP 3
COFFEE

Shortening
with
coupon
c lb.
3

C

,-Jak
eiN9ke'
Vac" c.,V.)‘144 al

or
Richtex

clban.

390

GREAT NORTHERN and PINTO

HUNTS

BEANS
20 OZ.
BUSHES
BOTTLES$1
KIDNEY BEANS

OLEO

290FRYERS 4.
65
RIBS
89c , BURGE
FRANKS 4
Lo N
Fresh Small Under 3 LB.

LB.
CAN

$1

ARMOUR

ARMOUR SKINLESS

$1.00

3 for

CHILI
ARMOUR'S VIENNA

TISSUE
DELTA
BATHROOM

13-oz. ____ 26c

ROLLS
U

Hamburger & Hot Dog Buns pkg of 8 31c
seseeeeeeeeee..

SAUSAGE
BACON

POTATO

Lb. 39c

_ Lb. 5k
Lb. 55c
Lb. 49c
Lb. 3k
_ _ Lb. 2.k

Breast
Thighs
Legs
Whole Legs
Wings

33c
59t
59opICN CS

Fresh
Liver

Lb. 89c

QT. Jar

39c

46-oz.

NESTLE'S 240x.

c Select 12-oz. $1.29

OYSTERS

Std. 12-oz. jar $1 19

NICE THICK SMOKED

Lb. 29c

, sTcnuRTsT 590
0
KR
uc
0c
49
RoLTs
2
TOWELS1
PORK
t
PORKROASTL49t
Pork&Beans
PRIDE OF ILLINOIS

0

89c

Each

COCOA MIX

FAT BACK

U.S. CHOICE

LB.

Holiday
SWEET PICKLES

303
Can

auarf

Lb. 59c

STEAK

55c

STOKELY 20-ox.

BABY FOOD

BOTTLES$

FLouR

CREAM PIES

aameneseaansow.--ina.

MILK MAID

25

LARD

LB.
CTN.

CORN

59

LB.
BAG

SYRUP

9t

(Limit Ono Coulson Per Family)
Vold After March 23, 1971

each 49c

POTATOES

FANCY PASCAL

CELERY

LB.

EA.

LB.

15 i

GREAT NORTHERN BEANS
Each
TURNIP GREENS

OR
lac

CECIL'S LIBERTY COUPON
Tropical or Orange Supreme

2 gal.
1
Orange Drink /

39c

.

Void After March 23, 1971

.

4 LB.
BAG

LBS.

CECIL'S LIBERTY COUPON
IVORY LIQUID

CECIL'S LIBERTY COUPON
S& W
COFFEE

Vold After March 23,1971

.
11 Ot
1

ROME

YELLOW

This Casnsan and $7.50 "din"
Northam. Exc. Tab. and [Wry gra- 1 With
Porches*. exc. Tab. and Dairy Pre.
*mg.
ducts.

.

mAcKERAL4colicRAcKERs
GOLDEN RIPE

4k
2 Roes
S
TOWEL
- mistime
"
is This coupes and $5.
„

.

$1•1

303

CECIL'S LIBERTY COUPON
gam pApsa

CECIL'S LIBERTY COUPON
Richtex 3 Lb. Can ____ 29c
_ 39c
3 Lb. Can
Crisco
tlenal
Wills This Coupon and $7.5BAdell
Purdue*. Mee. Tab. and Dairy Pre.
moos.

PIES

5 89 BAN , NAs
;
.0,
49
ONIONS 3 250 APPLES

CHICKEN'N DOMINO

ALLENS-15-os.

64 OZ.

Soz.

FLARA LYNN

CERTIFIED SEED (5.49 Per 1.00)
19c

SWEET SUE 24-01.

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS
CREAM STYLE WHITE

KING BEE

MORTON'S

...

FRUIT PIES 3 piEs $1. MEAT PIES 5

89
Si

12-osi. oi
CANS01.

29c ORANGE JUICE 3

SWEEPSTAKES TALL CANS .TACK

Pak.

CANDY

SEALD SWEET - FROZEN

20-oz.

BABY RUTH 6- BARS

REELFOOT

141/2-oz.
PIES

PET RITZ

Heinz
(Limit-10)
s Only
rd
ee
Gterrabin
S
4 3/4 oz. Jar 1(4

Lb. 69c

PORK CUTLETS

$1.00

3 For

PET RITZ

DRINKS
Cokes 28 oz.
Pepsi's 32 oz.
7-UP 28 oz.
Dr. Peper 28 oz.

LY!

FRESH SLICED

BOSTON BUTT

FRESH

CATSUP

)1yest

Lb. 19c

NECK BONES

with coupon

yeste

Lb. 3k

FRESH

FRESH

PAPER
JSCUOMTBTO ROLL

ITS

Fresh
Gizzards

REELFOOT SMOKED
6 to 8 Average

ORANGE JUICE

g.1/2
Pk9
DICE.

Lb. 49c

-CHICKEN PARTS-

.

WHIP
S.4%. LAD DRESSING

Twin

59

BOLOGNA

MISS LIBERTY
SLICED
RINDLESS

TEXUN

LIBERTY CHIPS

lb.

BEEF LIVER

LB.

Rt LE

(whole or half slab) _ Lb. 39c

69C

p

:KY

L.

BACON

OLD FASHIONED LARGE

LB.

$1.00

4 - 5-oz. Cans

SAUSAGE

While Round Top 3 - 20-oz. loaves 89c

Brown & Serve Rolls

Lb. 89c

1/2 Loin lb.
t3 FRESH SLICED

BRUNDIGE PURE PORK

ARMOUR

24-oz. loaf ____ 35c

. ::

90.

SLAB

0

NO
11289o1/4
(LIMIT 33Can2

riu.' Y BREAD iir
AeRT

While Pullman

4

PORK Ends & Center
Cuts Mixed

cellent
cation.

FRESH
GROUND
3 LBS. OR
LB.
MORE

CAT FISH

12 OZ.
PKG.

59c

12-oz. Can

HUNTS

DETERGENIKANG.7

Lb. 2k.

JOWLS

FRESH FROZEN

MEET

PE , lc Es

B.
L

SPARE

FRUIT COCKTAIL 4 - 303 Cans $1.00
LBS

Lb. 39c

SAUSAGE

300 size 8 for $1.00

HUNT'S

QTRS.

6

COJNTRY STYLE

SLICED SMOKED

FOLGERS

YELLOW ROYAL SCOTT

Whole U.S.
Government Inspected
Country Skillet

59c

4 Lb. Bag

nibn
Tennessee

C
I ER y, 1-0434, S

voz.ce\iL.8.

(WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT OUANTITIES)

MISS LIBERTY

R.N.

,s

WE REDEEM FOOD STAMPS

DETERGENT

1 - Lb. 79c

(SAVE 10c)
No Purchase Necessary
(Void After March 23. 1971)
.

(SAVE 15c)
No Purchase Necessary
(Void After March 23, 1971)
.

.

.

72-c
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Carlisle Comets Win Region
By JERRY ATKINS
Sus-Democrat Sports Editor
MURRAY. Ky. — It was a
long time comin g, but the
polity of blasting toward the
stars as "Number One" has
unfolded for Carlisle County's
surging Comets!
Playing before more than
6,000 screaming fans, at least
half of whom were Carlisle
countians, Coach Tom Ruch
anan's Comets logged a hardfought 68-62 come-from-behind
rat Region Championship
irk over defending king Paittloah Tilghman, Isere lass

Larkins and Frizzell worked
a reverse with three minutes
left in the third frame to move
the Comets into the lead.
Larkins, taking a "blind" pass
from Frizzell, laid it into the
basket from the right side.
It was the first Carlisle lead
since a 3-0 start shortly after
the opening tip.
A Frizzell steal and a short
jumper seconds after his key
pass gave Carlisle a 40-36 lead
just under the three-minute
level and completed a dazzling 18-4 edge for the Comets
during the stretch.

Exploding in the third quarter as the tempo in the MSU
Sports Arena throbbed, Carlisle made it 15 in a row and
34 in 36 tries for one of the
most successful First Region
reccirds in many years.
Coach Buchanan's Comets,
finishing unbeaten Purchase
Area foxes, will carry its 34-2
performance against powerful
Louisville Male next Wednesday night in the fourth game
of the 1971 Kentucky State
High School Tournament at
Louisville's Freedom Hall.
Male, a 96-60 winner over
Westport, and the Carlisle
quint will square off in the 9
p.m. (Eastern time) finale
Wednesday.

The Comets went to the
boards for tips the rest of the
quarter, working overtime
against a physically-strong
Bluemen. Tilghman cut the
deficit to one three different
times before the quarter stop,
but Carlisle held off all charges
for a 46-44 lead as the horn
sounded.
Tilghman led twice in the
early goings of the first quarter, first forcing a tie at 46
on a pair of Randie Dublin
free throws and forging on
top, 47-46, on a Davis gratis
toss with 7:13 remaining.
Senior guard Charlie Welch,
who joined Davis, Larkins, and

Victory for the Comets was
entnacially sweet with the final
WM coming over Tilghman,
First Region representative In
the State for the past four
cialsecotive years. It was the
Comets, after ousting the Tornado in the semifinals of the
I117 tourney, who last took
Prat Region colors to Louisville.
:.Saturday's regional champjonship gives Carlisle five

tournament victories in six
oetings this seaso n. The
Comets earlier had won the St.
Mary Thanksgiving Tournament, the Lowes Christmas
Invitational, t h e prestigious
Paducah Tilghman InvinttionMs, and the First District
tournament.
:--;:ittly a first-round loss to
highly-ranked Central in the
Louisville Invitational TournaMimi has marred the Comet
worksheet. Carlisle has not
3047 since that LIT setback,
leirreles regional dap Icing
the nake.
But victory here wasn't
easy, and the happy, but tired
Comets would be the first to
agree. Tilghman held the upper hand for the entire first
half, save the opening minute
and a half.
With a buldging 10-point halftime advantage, it appeared
the Paducah quint was heading back to Louisville for the
tilbt consecutive year. But,
Carlisle's explosive third
quarter — a 1770-71 seasonal
trademark — turned the game
around. Then free throws, that
bed gone astray in the first
half, began to fall and the
Ciniets took charge.
34 took Carlisle four minutes
aid 16 seconds to tie the game
af:38 in the third quarter. Ustog steals off its talented second half full-court press and
mooing with authority, the
COnets outscored the Tornado
14-4,, during the stretch, erasing Tilghman's 32-22 halftime
advantage.
BIg 6-8 center Leonard Larkins scored two quick layups
and then followed a Tilghman
boast by Jeff Davis with a
11103per from the free throw
WM to launch the Comet comeback. Larkins, one of two
C.Mnitts and 10 players named
Jo :the working Press "AllTrairnament" team, scored 11
of his game-high 18 points
duiing the big third quarter.
rarlisle outpointed the Toea66, 24-12 in the eight-minute
(*Re.
-Free throws by guard Steve
Frit:MR and another by LafkineMiet the stage for a driving
lam by senior hustler David
Snilth during the damaging
Met. Larkins pulled a missed
frillt throw off the Tilghman
Wads, hurled the ball the
ieiliph of the floor for a wan,
big:Erb:tell who cashed a lay.
Sbortty after the quarter'd
alkfli!aY Point: The hair-raising game, first
three for the two Comets,
hiiiSbt Carlisle to within two
Siblp of the stumbling BlueM& who had scored a couple
1/1 buckets during the spin.
.
: it set the stage for the secad dramatic Larkins-FrIzzell
eotitbo, starting when the big
Center completed a steal off
the press and Frizzell converted With a:LI-foot jumper as the
ilock ticked to 3:44.
The deadlock at 36 was the
iiixtrof five times that were
(iVellow before the Comets
Wit away.

Carlisle's Mickie Thomason
on the All-Tournament team
mastered a jumper from 15
feet with
to go for a 49-46
Tornado lead.
Two free throws by Fnzzell

1971 First Region Cage Champions!
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Two Perish
In Fulton
County Fire
HICKMAN, Ky.,
Two persons are dead and sevothers burned as the result
of a fire which broke out in a
tenant house on Hickman Rt. 3
early today.
Ardell Mitchell, 57, and Adams
Mitchell, 2, died in the fire
which destroyed the home. There
were nine persons in the house
when the fire started.
Roosevelt Mitchell, 22, and
Larry Ramsey. 22, were trans-

eral

Page 4

!erred to a Memphis hospital
from Tiptenville, where they
first were treated, and their C011ditions were listed as "serious."
John L. Mitchell, 12, was listed in "serious" condition in the
Obion County Memorial Hospital at Union City, Tenn.

Also injured were Miller
Mitchell, 55; Charles Burns, 22,
and Willie Mae Mitchell, 23. Albert Gaston, 32, escaped from
the house through a window and
was not injured.
Officials said Mrs. Arden

Mitchell awoke after the fire
was already far advanced. Her
screams woke the other occupants of the house, they said.
The house was on the Claude
Middleton farm

MR. FARMER!
Call Cayce Lime Company
FOE
Lime - Fertilizer - Anhydrous Ammonia
Seed Corn Custom Spraying.
We have top quality lime and fertilizer; meets
all government specifications; high in calcium
and magnesium. We accept all purchase
orders on lime and fertilizer.

Dethrone Tilghman In 68-62Comeback

Phone 838-6261 Cayce, Kentucky

and another by senior forward
Russell Turnbow, pulled Carlisle into a deadlock at 49 with
5 11 left.

A key point off Turnbow's
gratis throw might have seriously damaged Tilghman's
chances of victory. Davis, a
6-3 senior who scored 11 points
and grabbed 11 rebounds, received his fifth personal foul
and left the action-filled contest.
A driving layup by senior
guard Richey White gave
Tilghman its last lead, 51-49,

with 4% to go.
Carlisle County
10 22 46 68
Tilghman
16 32 44 NI
CARLISLII COUNTY
Player
fetes thee ra fir
Leonard Larkins 7-15 48 13 16
1 II
Chff Simmons
3-13 2-4
3
1-5
David Smith
Rummell Turnbow 14 14
3
4-10 04
Cur, Dunc•n
3 14
4-11 414
Steve Frirsell
341
5 15 .40 '
Stickle Thomason 4-7
14
Teen, Rebotind•
in IX. 15-26 Se
Tema

411

Pierer
Jeff Darla
Henry Paul
Richey White
Charley Welch
Randle Dublin
Marty Romaine
Tyler 'French
Team Rebounds
Totals

rh
II
T
2
5
1
5
5
14
44
sass 12-211
fem. /thaw
5-11 14
1-3
4-7
34
13
5-17 2-3
540
48
0.1
2-3
0-1
4-6

fa
11
9
3
12
13
4
CS

Named Finalist
In Teenager
Beauty Revue
Carman, ISMary Lynn
year-old daughter of Mrs. Liza
of Sixth Street and
carman
the late J.H. Carman, has been
selected as a finalist in the 1971
Tennessee Teen-Ager
Miss
Pageant, to be held in Nashville on April 24.
The announcement was made
today by Mrs. Sybil Shaffer,
executive director of the state
pageant.
According to Mrs. Shaffer
there will be 50 girls from
all over the state competing
represent
for the right to
Tennessee In the National Miss
America Teen-Ager Pageant at
Palisades Park, N.J., in September.
Contestants are *KIVA 00

MART LYNN CARMAN
beauty of face, figure, charm,
a n d
poise,
personality
scholarship.
Miss Carman, a sophomore
at °Mon County Central Mgt
School, was • finalist in her
school's beauty
pageant as
• freshman. She has also been
her
named "Sweetheart" of
chorus and was a cheerleader
last year.
"She is sponsored by the Blue

BIB cumirs

of union city,

Mining Top Earner
WINDHOEK—mining contribute' almost half the gross domestic product of South-West
Africa

Goodbye sugar.
Hello sugarfreeigEl.
The Coca-Cola Company
introduces TAB without sugar.
And without a lot of calories.
There's just one calorie irt
6 ounces. You know there are
diet soft drinks with sugar,
but there's no sugar in TAB.
Try sugar free TAB.
The first glass is on us.

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

lOC
OFF
Save 10c Ott. carton of TAB
Tak• this coupon to your
dealer and get 10c off the
regular price of any slze car
ton (bottles or cans) of TAB
Also good on the purchase of
one family size bottle of

TOB

BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY 0no FULTON COCA-COLA

BOTTLING COMPANY

NOTE TO DEALER: For each
coupon you accept as our
authorized agent, we will
pay you 10c plus Sc handling
charges, provided you and
your customers have corn.
plied with the terms of this
offer. Any other application
constitutes fraud. Invoices
showing your porches* of
sufficient stock to cover all
coupons must be shown
upon request. Void If prohlbMit taxed or r•stricted.Your
customer must pay any re
quired battle deposit and
sates tax. Cash value 1/20 of
lc. Redeem by mailing to:
The Coca-Cola Company,
P.O. Sox 1150, Clinton. Iowa
52732. This offer void after
Weber 1. 1571.

tAS la a reolnimad imeigewark et The Coca Cole Ca.***

11E11
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may not be necessary.
"The budget is taking a beat.
lag right now," the governor
aided. "We're filling up the fat
them
sating
buckets
and
aside,"
An aide to Dunn, Lee Smith,
said $50 million has already
been trimmed from the budget
requests of the various state
departments and he added that
what remains is Just enough to
meet rising coats in continuing
existing services.
Commenting on a suggestion
by the chairman of the LegislaCornture's Fiscal Review
mate°, Rep, John Hicks, DNashville, that he expand the
representation of donors to his
cost study program financed by
Private industry, Dunn said he
would not "turn down any sincere contributions."
Dunn said his office received

Pilots
Dunn
Studies
Tornado
Outlasts
State Revenues
•

paducalt Tilghman
11 IS 47
Radios County
10 13 41 in State Sales Tax Hike
TILGHMAN
ferng ftra-a re h, Is A Possibility
Planar
Randle Dublin . 14 44 4
•
. 4-9 0-4 10 8
Hann' Paul
NASHVILLE, Tenn.
19
,
Charlie Welch .. 4-15 3-4
Gov, Winfield Dunn says his
WIN Whits . 34 14 2
II
13
AM Davis . 10-14 64
administration is studying the
3
By JERRY ATKINS
Possibility of increasing the
1 ,
V.; 10
sissippl that made the big waves a wheeling him by the 5.6 =
state sales tax, however a final
Smi-Demecrat Sports Editor •. . . it was Coach Charles
Tornado
14-26
111
Wright cut the
advert- T.47tala
. -2144
44 decision has not been made,
MURRAY, Ky. — Defending Murphy's Pilots at the wheel.
"This are still in a state of
tage to only one, 62-61, with 413
FULTON CO.
First Region king Paducah Tilghmtufs Tornado, expected seconds to go. Tilghman missed may.,
fewea Rm. re fp flux," Dunn told a news confera 10 ence Friday. "We've made no
Tilghman, failing miserably at by most regional observers to with 27 seconds left, but the
5 18
7.14
15 decision on whether to seek adthe nee throw line during the swirl past the bayou boys with- rebound glanced off a Pilot and Roe= ,v•Id":11 74 14
10 ditional revenue."
4-10 34
final eight minutes against a out too much effort, found the out of bounds under the Tor; Dan Sheehan
1.7 14 1 3
Dunn said that if
enough
3-6 1-3 1 7 money
TOMMY Turn's.'
n
rallying Fulton County steam- going extremely rugged in the nado basket.
can be pars* from the
10
Team
boat, went to veteran forward- last half, especially after the
31
11-15
43
ther
Twat.
state
Miller
budget,
a
tax
Following a time out,
center George "Jeff" Davis to Pilots employed an effective full- sent his defending regional
stay alive and then asked senior court press. The change of tac- champs into a stall, forcing the
guard Charlie Welch for a pair tics shortly after Intermission, Pilots to foul. Wright clipped
of bone-chilling free throws to with Tilghman leading by 12 Welch at the eight-second stop,
writ() up a 6443 thrill-packed (35-23), forced the favored Blue- and the Tornado guard sewed
victory here Thursday night. men into a different game and it up by sending the Bluemen
SUPER-RIGHT FULLY COOKED
Davis, a 6-354 senior who earl vaulted the Fulton Countians three points up.
rise the most experience of any right back into contention.
Tilghman's final time out folTornado regular, scored 11 of But, hard as they tried, the lowed before the Pilots could
his game-high 28 points in the Pilots could not overcome the put Into motion a last effort,
final canto, keying a Blue of- regional kingpin.
Tilghman took and after a brief and loose
WHOLE
fensive that thwarted the late the lead late in the first quarter,
Press, Goodman was allowed to
OF
Pilot charge. Welch, a 5-10 and never gave it up. Fulton drive the lane for a game-endIONE-IN
senior, bagged a pair of free County pulled to
within two at ing layup unmolested.
throws with eight seconds re- one stage in the third quarter:
QUARTERS
The Tornado led at the end
maining that insured the Tilgh- and cut it to one three different
of every quarter, surging to the
man win.
times In the fading minutes.... top with a 24-13 advantage in
The exciting triumph over Ful- but never pulled even or re- the second canto after the lowton County's aggressive five was gained the lead it held only brief- scoring 11-10 opening frame.
, Fulton County owned the third
recorded before a crowd ap- ly in the opening canto.
stanza 18-12 and the final outproaching the 6,000 level in the
Taking advantage of illghPRE-SLICED
Murray State University Sports man mistakes created by the ing 22-17, but the second-quarter effort proved too great to
Arena.
pressing tactics, Fulton County overcome.
BONELESS
The first-round regional win, outscored the Bluemen 15-5 durThe pilots held a 40.29 edge
QUARTERS
20th of the season agains nine ing the first four minutes of the in the second half.
setbacks for Coach Berny Mil- third quarter, trimming the 12Davis hit 10 of 14 fielders and
ler's Bluemen, sends Tilghman Point halftime deficit to only six
of nine free tosses to claim
1.11 794
into tonight's second semifhial two, 40-38. The Tornado, strug- scoring honors.
Welch, Tilghmatch here. Paducah quints gling to retain poise, controlled man's only other player in twin
have won the last four consecu- the rest of the frame, 7-3, how- figures, cashed six of 15 from
tive First Region crowns — a ever, and carried a 47-41 ad- the floor and three of four
record.
vantage into the final showdown, gratis throws.
But, Thursday night, the strug- Tilghman missed several gimGoodman, scoring nine in the
gling Bluemen needed every- rues during the third stanza, and final period, finished as Fulton
thing they could muster to oter- Fulton County was always there County's top performer with 18
turn the surging boat piloted by to collect the rebound. That points, hitting half of hie 14
the Fulton Countians. It wasn't phase of the game, however, field tries and four of six tree
a rowboat on the Mighty Nis- was not a highlight on the pilot tosses. Ronald Caldwell, a 6-1
BOX-0-CHICKEN
12 PCS. TOTAL
ledger, for the Bluemen con- Junior. scored 15 Points and
trolled the boards most of the pulled eight rebounds before
IDAHO
RUSSET
"GENUINE"
fouling out with rA minutes to
game.
Unofficial statistics gave the V.
Caldwell sank seven of eight
'Tornado an overwhelming 51-31
fielders and one of two free
edge in rebounds,
PLATTER SLICED
Davis, one of the region's teases
' McFarland and Wright
strongest boankmen, rallied to each ccaltrihnled 10
Now thru Friday
the occasion during the early
stages of the fourth quarter, and
Double Action!
ENDS & PIECES
his sparking was enough to keep
Tllghman on top in the scoreNigarg
SWIM S CANTER
LI. BAG
runs
board-watching phase of the batSUPER•RIGHT SKINLESS
tle. The senior center wined the
12 OZ.58C
first nine points of the frame
P1C43..
victoriourTomado, gfvthe Paducahans a 56-51 ad- MURRAY, Ky.—First Region
FILLET OF SOLE OR
vantage with 4:38 left to play. Speech Tournament events for
LB.
YELLOW ONIONS 3 lb. bag 29c
He scored only two more junior and senior high school
— No. 2 —
points in the quarter, but con- students from 13 West Kentucky
3 LB. PKG. OR MORE
tributed his devastating play counties are scheduled for MurMarch
13
University
ray
State
hLt
Many
of
boards.
the
under
game-high 13 rebounds came in and March 27.
the 'fading moments of the az, Dr. Ray Mofield, chairman of
Ulu I en A et ust s
don, at a point where the Blue- the communications department
men ran into a mental block at Murray State and regional
tournament manager, said a
from the free throw line.
Tilghman Players !pissed nine total of 16 schools have .subinit"THE BEAN IS UTTER of 14 attempts In the last eight- ted entries in some phase of the
Saturday Only
TRY IT & SIB"
by
sponsored
competition
annual
the
of
but
two
minute stanza,
Double Feature!
five successes were cashed by the Kentucky High School
the hustling Welch during that Speech League.
pressure-filled windup. Welch
Individual Speech Events Day GOLDEN R
LUNCH BOX TREAT)
had missed one of two tosses on March 27 will include extemand
Midway through the frame,
poraneous speaking, original or- FRESH JUICY
SWEET
his two thread-strippers gave atory, story telling, heerpretive Oraages.FROM
FLORIDA
him only three points for the reading of prose, interpretive
quarter.
reading of poetry, inter p.otive WASH.ST. DEL.
RED OR 1 ft 13
.89c
Little 5-8 junior guard Scottie reading of drama (serious and
GOLDEN
Wright, the smallest player In comedy) and broadcast amiouncSIZE
— No. 2 —
the game, teamed with.6.3 junior ing for high school students and
FRESH
forward Doug Goodman to key story telling, public s
Fulton County's last-ditch bid Interpretive reading of Ppelleig
e
to remain alive in the Regional— and interpretive reading of
the Pilots first trip here since poetry for junior high school FRESH ROASTED
MM. Left-handed Tommy Turn- students.
LB.
bow, a 5-11 junior. Pulled the
Winning debate teams and in- A&P FROZEN
Pilots to within one point at dividuals who earn superior
imisoftwo.r.rw% 52-51 with 4:52 to go.
ratings will be eligible to comTwice during the ensuing min- pete as regional representatives
Sunday thru Tuesday
utes, Goodman brought the fad- In the 10-region State Speech
Double Actionl
e% Pilots back to within a pair Festival at the University of
SCRUB-AID
Of points and George McFar- Kentucky in Lexington the week
COGAMILIPICTUIBS esnents
land,.5-10 senior and the Pilots of April 18.
a WILLIAM WYLER him
leading sumer, nulled the feat Christian County High School
for the third time with 130 to won the regional drama nompe_
go. It trimmed Tllghman's lead won last month and will repre_
FAMILY SIZE
to 61-Ye.
sent the first region in the State
A brilliant steal, long dribble Drain,Festival march 2241
downcourt in heavy traffic and countiel in the first region

Tilghman's Clutch Free Throws
Oust Determined Fulton County

Fulton, Ky. Thursday, March 18, 1971 Paw 5
per cent, but Tidwell dinot
a $10 check from a lady addressed to the "waste com-oention the local option sales
mittee" and he felt this in- tax which is collected from
dicated the people understood about nine out of 10 of the
what the cost study was about. state's urban residents. This
While Dunn was saying the varies from 1 to 1.5 per cent —
administration had not yet de. for an effective rate of 4,g _per
cided whether new sources of cent.
revenue would have to be tap'
Pod to support the next fiscal
year's expenditures, other
members of his staff were laying the groundwork for the pos—The
sibility.
FULTON, Ky.,
Earlier Friday, George Tid- reunion date of the 1939-4041-42
well, state revenue commission- Fulton High classes has .1Seell
er, issued a statement deciarmoved up a week and will: toe
big that only eight states in the
of July 14.
nation have lower sales tax held the weekend
15 and 16, according to .Joe
rates than Tennessee.
The state rate in Tennessee 1.21 Tress, president

Fulton Class Reunion
Dates Are Changed.:

SEMI-BONELESS

HAMS

LB.

TRY US & SEE!
PRICES GOOD THRU SAT.. MARCH 20

2 FREE PRI- NTS
...la-swam um. Isea)
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800
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Speech Meet
Scheduled
At Murray
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SAVE $1.00

250 aftrael.••••••••••*new

Newer Wont hese you seen such outstand.ne
replwas of the worters most treasured nwsteepwces
ttss week. you can eeen pl 2 punts. tree'
Custonscrafted. triunes as decorator acrents
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from which schools may participate in speech and drama competition are Ballard. Carlisle,
Calloway, Fulto n. Hickman,
Graves, Marshall, McCracken,
Crittenden, Christian:,..LIvingsten Jrn and Trigg.
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SUAVE HAIR PRODUCTS
16 OZ. SHAMPOO— 16 OZ. RINSK
13 OZ. HAIR SPRAY

Student At VIM

2F0R $100

Found Dead In Car
A Unlvegettl of Tennessee at
Martin student, Identified as
Kerry Neal Mewborn of Oakland,
Tenn., was found dead Ina parked
automobile in Martin Tuesday

morning,

Authorities said he died of
carbon monoxide poisoning.
Judge Robert N. Glasgow said
.
a garden hose was round leached
to the exhaust and the Other end
stuffed through a side window.
New Admission Price
A plastic window scraper was
Adults $1.25 — Children Priel found jammed against the se:
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Priest Bound Over
To Grand Jury

Ford Asks Rejection Of
Madison Avenue Approach
of
use
Lt. Gov. Wendell H. Ford fidence in political
aays he will not utilize slick television."
he
"As you might recall,"
camou"Madison Avenue"
that the
flage techniques for his tele- said, "I suggested
themselves be feacandidates
campaign
vision advertising
adverduring the final weeks of the tured in all television
might see
current DOMOCTRIIC guberna- tising so the public
them as they are without camtorial primary race.
Avenue"
The Lieutenant Governor, ouflage by "Madison
through his campaign chairman, techniques.
of ElizabethIluddleston,
Sen. Walter "Dee" Huddleston,
Ford's prohad suggested that Huddleston town, explained that
credmeet with Robert Matthews, posal would help restore
campaigning
television
campaign manager for Combs- ence to
Carroll, to reach accord on and at the same time would
cut production costs.
television advertising.
"Not having heard from you
In a letter to Matthews last
week, Huddleston said, "I am on this subject, I must assume
not
to
response
that your candidate is
still awaiting your
my proposal last November that willing to restrict his television
perforthe candidates in the campaign politicking to his own
for governor work toward an mance," Huddleston said.
"This is to advise you that
appropriate use of the broadcast media rather than resort- regardless of your side's policy
Wendell
ing to the slick production gim- in this matter, Lt. Gov.
mickry that has characterized Ford is not afraid to face the
cameras and the
so many recent campaigns and television
has strained the public's con- people of Kentecky

MR. & MRS. MURIEL LOCK
FRIDAY, MARCH 19th, 10:00 A.M., 1971
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HOPKINS & BROWN REAL ESTATE
F. C. Hopkins & R. W. Brown
Clinton, Ky. 42031

ALEXANDER REAL ESTATE & AUCTION SALES
MARVIN E. ALEXANDER, Auctioneer
OFF. FIRST FEDERAL BLDG. 587-4722 OR 581-3801
OR WENDELL £111111111
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MARTIN, TENNESSEE
364-2855
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Johnny Kemp, Rt. 1, Palmersville, Tenn., Pho. 822-3321 or

ALEXANDER REAL ESTATE & AUCTION SALES

program.
Posters, made by members of
the club, are being displayed in
various stores.
VW for
the luncheon vitlf"Of . each.
Telephone reservations will be
accepted by calling 581-7525,_

-

MARVIN E. ALEXANDER, Auctioneer
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You Don't Believe It-Then Come on Out And Let us Prove it to You. We have
One of The Best Selections of Used Cars That We have ever had and the Prices
e Right!
HERE ARE A FEW:
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PUBLIC AUCTION

"The Easter Parade"
be the theme of the annual fashl
ion show and luncheon sponsored
by the Secretaries Club at the
University of Tennessee at Man.
tin to promote their charitable
projects, Mrs. Max Pentecost,
Club president, has announced.
This year's event will be hel
on Saturday, March 27, at 1
o'clock noon in the University
Center Ballroom. Fashicers from
10 leading stores in the univer.{
sity community will be shown.
Special entertainment aqd door
prizes will be included in the

Dairy Cattle DISPERSAL
L. H. ALEXANDER &
DICKIE ALEXANDER

white born. The parade took dinner.
Whenever I wonder about the
three hours in reaching the
bride's home as it stopped many aspects of an arranged martimes for dancing in the streets. riage I am reminded that the
divorce rate in India is even too
Could one
An equal number of guests low for a percentage.
were waiting at the bride's reason be that after the time
for a
house. The father of the bride and expense undergone
dare to
and groom placed a wreath of marriage, no one would
flowers, a garland, around each resolve it.
other's neck to signify that the
groom and his bharat were welcome. The groom then came forEAGER BEAVER: I got sick,
ward to garland the bride. and they carried me into the
About one thousand people were hospital fee first . . . .best way
then seated for a celebration to fight smog is buy a horse.

Real Estate & Farming Equipment

MISS LACY
By JANE ANN LACY
India
structure
in
The social
is the reverse of that in the Though the caste system is less
United States. In India they say prevalent in India today, it is
that they learn to love after still the basic criterion for marmarriage; whereas, we love and riage. When a suitable match is
then marry. Traditionally, the found, the two horoscopes are
boy and girl first meet during analyzed. If they do not correspond, the search begins
the marriage ceremony.
is a settleThe society's rules concerning again. The last step
families
relationship between boys and ment between the two
groom's
girls are especially orthodox in on a proper dowry. The
for whatthe rural village. If a girl is side is entitled to ask
and in
seen talking with a boy more ever amount they desire
may inthan once the people may think rare cases the dowry
house.
that the two are in love and clude a car or even a
famthe girl's chances for a good Besides money, the bride's
cookmarriage may be ruined. A so- ily must provide furniture,
wardrobe of
cial sin is committed when an ing utensils, and a
unmarried boy and girl touch silk sarees and gold jewelry.
The cost of the dowry is only
one another.
Though most of the govern- the beginning, the expense ol
ment schools now are coeduca- the actual wedding is enormous.
tional, in all of the classes the A man with several daughters
girls sit in a different section is most unfortunate. Yet, noththan the boys. The city bums ing is more colorful and excithave seats reserved only for la- ing than an Indian wedding.
dies and the trains even have The first marriage which I atseparate cars for ladies. The tended was a North Indian midtheatres are filled with boys and dle class wedding. The merriyoung men instead of couples. ment began with a night of singCollege and university stu- ing at the groom's house where
dents do mix more freely away his friends and relatives gathfrom their homes, but they gen- ered. Some continued to sing the
erally bide by their parents gay folk tunes throughout the
wishes in the choice of a mar- night. All came again the next
riage partner. All but about 10 afternoon as the groom departper cent of the marriages are ed on a white horse. After ridstill arranged by the parents. ing down the street, he got into
As one college friend said, she a car since the bride's house
has to believe in fate.
was over one hundred miles
Finding a mate for one's son away. Three buses had been
or daughter is not an easy task. rented to carry the bharat, or

Paris has 13 statues of fa-sous chemists.

TOtia

groom's party, most of which
were men.
The bride's family had arranged a public meeting place
to receive the groom and his
guest s. A "heavy" tea was
served consisting of five sweets
plus other salty dishes. That
night the bharat formed a procession led by a band and followed by the groom on another

(EDITOR'S NOTE: Miss Jane
Ann Lacy, daughter of George
Lacy of Kevil Rt. 4, is completing a six-month stay in India
under the International Farm
Youth Exchange program width
is conducted nationally by the
4-H Foundation.
The 1967 graduate of Heath
High School is expected to return to the United States later
this month.
llhe following letter from Miss
Lacy to her friends at the McCracken County Extension Service office tells of her experiences and observations in India.)

James Preston Priest, 51,
charged with murder in the Feb.
11th death of his wife, waived
preliminary hearing in General
Sessions Court today and was
ordered held to the Obion County Grand Jury.
Priest later posted $7,500
bond and was released.
The suspect's wife, Mrs.
Claudie Mae McKinney Priest,
died in °Mon County General
Hospital about three hours after
she was admitted.
Death was the result of a
blood clot but physicians said
the woman, 49, was suffering
from a skull fiacture, other internal injuries and multiple contusions and abrasions.
Priest told officers his wife
became ill and fell off her bed a
number of times.

Land & Fanning Equipment AUCTION
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Typical Weddings In India
Are Very Colorful Affairs

On Murder Charge

.11.10.06.0.14,1111..11;
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LeSABRE two door hardtop. Bronze
with vinyl roof, V-8 automatic, with
power steering, power brakes and factory air.

1967 CHEVROLET CAPRICE coupe, Ky
tag, black vinyl top, V8, automatic
power steering, power brakes, factory
air; nice,

1970 CHEVROLET IMPALA custom coupe,
Kentucky tag, green, vinyl top, V8,
automatic, power steering, power
brakes, factory air; 1-owner.

1970 SKYLARK 2 door hardtop. Brown
with vinyl top. V-8 automatic with•
power steering, power brakes and fac-,
tory air.

1969 PONTIAC CATALINA 2-door hardtop, Tenn. tags, green, green vinyl top,
V8, automatic, power steering, power
brakes, factory air.

1969 IMPALA 4 door hardtop. White with

1969 CHEVROLET PICKUP Fleetside,
short bed, Tenn. tags, Red, V8, standard transmission.

with Tenn. title. Vinyl top. V-8 automatic with power steering, power
brakes and factory air.

Tenn. title. V-8 automatic with power
steering, power brakes and factory air.

1969 OLDSMOBIL4 4 door hardtop. Green
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1 Holstein Bull, 1 yr. old
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MR. L. H. ALEXANDER, Rt. 3, Union City, Ti...,
246-2519 or DICKIE ALEXANDER, 246-2520 or....

ALEXANDER REAL ESTATE & AUCTION SALES

TAYLOR CHEVROLET - BUICK
"Where the hest dials are TAYLOR MADE"
"SEE ONE OF THESE SALESMEN" • •
Mike Williams, Warren Tuck, Manus Williams. Aubrey Taylor, Vernon
Spraggs
and Dan Taylor.

IIIONIVAT 307

FULTON KT.

MARVIN E. ALEXANDER, Auctioneer
OFF. FIRST
SIONT IU10111 L AMNON

511-4568

FEDERAL ROL 511-4122 II 511-3111
111151511 ALEUE9111
IIARTM. TENNESSEE
314.2155
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Excellence
LASSIFIED ADS Penalizes
Union City

Today England counts no
more than 000 bona fide butlers.

let about the
ranged mar.
ided that the
la is even too
ge. Could coo
fter the time
organ* for a
would dare to

F.,R: I got sick,

me into the
. . .best way
buy a horse.

next year, you would visit the
earn* number of homes as road
this peg* every issue.
LET US BOARD your dog or
cat. Extra large cages. Outside exercise daily. Poodle
Pamper Parlor, 479-2229.
WENT WIteelchatra, crutches
and other convalescent aids at
CITY SUPER DRUG 408 Lake

IT us MO
NM TOO
5,,,,.
I UM 1114
•II
UT MOM

Fukon. K5'
WE MAKE DRAPES FREE;
you pay only for the material
used. P. N. Hirsch & Company,
South Fulton, Tenn
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union City Is such an outstanding city that It is penalZed when federal funds
are
PaSsed out, T.F. Wallace, superintendent of city schools,
told Rotarians Friday noon at
the Biltmore.
Mr. Wallace, who was introduced by Dave Shatz, said
Poverty stricken areas
receive far more funds, per
capita, than does Union City.
However, he said he did not
understand why such cities as
Humboldt, Milan,
Dyersburg
.
and Jackson receive a much targer share of the federal pie.
Federal title programs and
how such funds benefit the
local school system were some
of the topics the superintendent touched on.
Mr. Wallace told Rotarians
he would like to see three major programs begun in Union
City "before I step down from
this job."
These projects Include the
establishment of two schools

BLAZON
GIANT

CROQUET SET

Planned for safety, built to last. This sturdy steel gym set has
big six-passenger children's lawn swing, nine-foot slide, air
glide and two swings. 10-foot, two Inches overall.

here, one for the teaching of voIncome tax returns prepared.
cational subjects to all
age
WI, yams experience. 207 Third, groups and the
second, a school
471-4867. John W. Bostkk.
for the teaching of the mentally arid physically retarded.
FOR SALE: Limited quantity His third pet project is the
MILL 57-F2 100% normal cyto- establishment of a public kinplasm seed corn. Medium flat dergarten for all students,
Wade, $24.95 per 56 lb. bag.
In the kindergarten
area,
Contact Jack Austin, Cayce, Union City has made tremendous strides during the past
Kentucky. Phone 838-6289.
three years. it was Just three
FURNITURE upholstering; years ago that the project
was begun with one class. Last
Upholfree estimates. Inind's
stery Shop, US 45-E 8 miles year there were two classes
south of Fulton. next to Laird with 94 students and this year
& Vance Antique Shop. Phone there are four classes with

seem we

4/9-1511.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
MAN OR WOMAN: Reliable

bSent

108 students.
"Hardly a day goes by that
• parent doesn't call my office
and ask that their child be
placed on our waiting list.
The way it looks now we could
have six or eight kineasily
dergarten classes next year,"
Mr. Wallace said.
of
the number
He said
classes the system can offer
funds.
federal
on
is based
Presently, three of the classes
are under the Title 1 program
and the fourth is a state pilot
program. This simply means'

person from this area to service and collect from automatic
dispensers. No experience needed . . . we establish accounts
for you. Car, references and
$985.00 to $1785.00 cash capital
necessary. 4 to 12 hours weekly
nets excellent monthly income.
Full time more. For local in- terview, write, include telephone number, Eagle Indus- that
federal'
the state and
tries, 3938 Meadowbrook Road, governments are payingmosta
St. Louis Park, Minnesota, the coots of offering them
.
.•
55426
Mr. Wallace said be feels that
if Gov. Dunn's educational programs are carried out, all
students within the state will
have the opportunity of attending
77 acre farm, nearly all good a public kindergarten within the
tillable land, fenced; 3-bed- next two or three years.
rooms, dining room and kitch"The teachers tell ma there
en; 4-inch plastic well and Is no comparison between the
bath. Ample aftbuildings. Approximately 10 miles east of
Dukedom. Other farms of few
acres and up in various locations.

Real Estate
Phones 256-2302,

235-3153

CUSTOM
PICTURE FRAMING
ne Cam% Shop
Union City, Tennessee
.
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tory air.

The Murray Board of Education requested the funds from
the Economic Development Ad• ministration, U.S. Department
of Commerce.
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WillIELS

1. Green
-8 autopower

City Tire Co. 1
lel W. Rate Line
Falba - Ils. 479-2741

I.

Mak hirr Platt
AIOBILII HOME SAM

Better Rene:
—Better Price:
—Beller Service
gs
Opel7 Days A

COMPARE AT 49.88

control
tnp.red rho
down s
+righted Ins.

Id center. A good golf

688

bon

.,t OFFICIAL SIZE

WILSON RUBBER

BACKBOARD GOAL SET
1111

488
COMPARE
AT 19.99

tattooers
rubber cerweruction. Ribbed eavez,

Outside fun for all the gong with this
heavy hardboard weather-proof backboard with goal and net.

racial the ondivoieht.

MURRAY, Ky.—Approval of a
$196,000 grant to help construct
a vocational - technical school
here has been announced by
Robert A. Podesta, assistant
secretary of commerce for economic development.

Greenfield, Tenn.

; have
Prices

Family fun can be yours
with this attractive croquet set with reel rack,
6 mallets and balls and all
COMPARE the essentials for hours
AT $15.99 of enjoyment.

COMPARE AT
$1.2.5 ea.
High compression leader. With the finish that
stays white for life.
Liquid center ball.
Yards of natural rubber.

Vocational
School
Gets Grant

Robert Goolsby

1288

GOLFERS: IT'S LIKE GETTING A BIRDIE WHEN YOU SAVE AT BIG K
WILSON K-28
. DAVE HILL
PUTTERS
TOURNAMENT
3FOR 297 GOLF SET

FOR SALE:

pe, Ky
tomatic
factory

mental retardation," he said.
Page 7
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four sections now being taught
but said another class is needed
Now classes for those with speech,
in order to separate some of center here in Union City.
mentally sight and hearing difficulties. I
the older students and to teach we are teaching only the
branch out think we could fill a class and
them some type at vocational retarded. We need to
over in
and set up classes for the phy- have some students left
training.
arexx "he said.
want a handicapped sically handicapped and teach each one of these
"I

Federal Funds
Gobbled Up
By Other Towns

Only 51 per word
to reach
6,500 Homes I

If you knocked on 18 doors in
Me Fulton trade area every
day, seven days a week for the

1.11
SONO

setting up such a school would
probably run in the neighborhood of $300,000 to 8350,000.
Both day and night courses would
be taught with emphasis on the
skills local industries require.
One of the brightest spots in
Union City's educational program, I think, is in the field of

So MUCH. . .
for so LITTLE...
**********

SOMETHING TO SILL
OR
A SERVICE TO OFFER?

—

youngsters who have attended education has not yet decided
kindergarten and those who have what courses will be taught in the
new school.
not," he said,
However, the addition of
In the vocational Mild, Mr.
Wallace said union city is now high school courses, according
teaching cameos In auto mech- to Mr. Wallace, will not diminish
Newanics, building trades, diatribe- the need for a branch of aus
tire education and office prac- Dern vocational school here in
,ties*. He laid the board at Union City. He said the Cost of

Week

— Bank Rate Flimischig

Maks hirr Parr
MOBILE HOME SALES
WV Lee "evilest Aram
ONION CITY,TENNESSEE
Mom MOP

The school will train unemployed adults and out-of-school
youflis living in Calloway,
Graves and Marshall counties,
the board said.
An annual enrollment of more
than 350 is anticipated. Ilse curriculum will be designed to train
automotive mechanics, appliance repairmen, office workers, nurses' aides, and building
trades craftsmen.

COVET PRO 7 PLY

TENNIS RACQUET

44

4

BASEBALL GLOVE
gi COMPARE 788

58

AT UP

TO $10.00

I
Here is a heavy duty tennis
AND DAD
FOR SON
rocket. Full sin 7 ply French
Braided nylon string. You Top Grain Cowhide. Tommy Helms Autowould expect to pay much official little leave, graph with snap Flex
Rod Carew.

more.

Action.

DELUXE FOUR PLAYER

3

43
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COMPARE

AT $7.99

Murray is the seat of Calloway County. The area the basically rural, but industrial plants
employ about 5.800 skilled and
semi-skilled worker, within a

COMPARE
AT $5.99

Four deluxe rackets, with
steel flexible shafts. Strung
with braided Nylon.Packed
In Vinyl, Zipper bog, Set
complete with net, metal
poles and stakes.

-3 HP Briggs Stratton Engine
-Side Chute Discharge
-Adjustable Cutting Height
.4 Cycle Easy Spin Recoil Starter
-Automatic Choke

35-mile. radius of Murray.
The board of education said
there is a pressing need for -a
training facility to serve the
manpower requirements of the
area's major employers.
Establishment of the school
will facilitate an expansion by
the Tappan Co. which will increase its workfare by more
than 250, according to the board.
The firm manufactures home
appliances.
The community has a wide
variety of programs and projects under way to accelerate
economic and social progress
throughout the area. Runways
at the Murray-Calloway County
Airport have been extended. An
expansion program for the Murray Hospital has been prepared.
The Chamber of Commerce and
I he local industrial foundation
have purchased land and are
constructing a warehouse f o r
use by an area firm. Murray's
water and Sewer systems have
been expanded. New housing
units for the elderly are being
planned.

BADMITTON SET

OFFICIAL WEIGHT

HORSE SHOE SET

LLED
POWER MOWER
-3'4 HP Briggs Stratton Engine
-601I tearing *Wbooli
Side. Qtst.ohliwcitargok

OBION SQUARE SHOPPINGUNIONCENTER
CITY, TERN
vt
REELFOOT AVE
REGULAR STORE HOURS: MONDAY thru THURSDAY 9 AM TO 9 PM
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MAXI-SAVINGSJ
11
11
- AI1IONi
U.S. GOVERNMENT INSPECTED

RF_.ELFOOT

FRYERS

SMOKED PICNICS
WHOLE lb.

CUT UP
33C LB.

390

WHOLE
Plus
Quality
Stamps

lb. 26c
LEGS & THIGHS

THIGHS _
BACKS

_ Lb. 39c
BREAST
_
Lb.69c
Lb. 23c
GIZZARDS _
Lb. 49c
FRESH LEAN TENDER

Lb. 59c

KRAFT MIRACLE WHIP SALAD

DRESSING

Qt.

CHICKENS

Lb. 35c

SALMON

lb. 19°

ICE MILK Y2
BABY FOOD 10
BEANS
TOMATOES
POTATOES
6
TEA
JOY LIQUID
SOUR PICKLES 4
JUICE

GALLON

HEINZ OR GERBERS

JARS

MARY LOU CUT GREEN

303 SIZE

FOR

45t
89c
$1

n

SWEET MILK 1/2 Gallon
STOKELY'S SWEET

Buy PICKLES

CAN

16 oz.

$1
FOR

$1

16 oz.

CANS

E.W. JAMES

LB. BOX

KING SIZE 20 OFF LABEL

STOKELY'S

FOR

UNSWEETENED
46 oz.

JUST RITE

59t
654
$1
49t

1 LB. BAG

Chili Beans ARROTS1
CANS $1 2 PKG. 25
With

15 112 oz.

CHINA
DINNER PLATE

Az,

DESSERT DISH th
COFFEE CUP

vow

SAUCER

OM
MU

.4

PACKAGE OF MILLER'S COUNTRY
HAM SLICES

eimi
pei;E
''''

411i

LIM/
5th.
WEEK

HART'S CREAM STYLE OR WHOLE KERNEL
303 SIZE CAN

Ala 49c $'.147:1

300 SIZE CAN

STAINLESS

Save en notching Classic stainless completers, tea. A new
weeping will be Introduced each week at special prices!

$1.29 ,r,r.,:r.t.
$1.29
4 SOUP SPOONS 41 $1.29 n.teril
waist 4 ICE TEASPOONS Ala $1.29
4 ilaggri:UIT
-. $1.29 trg=
.
610
xi( 3-m.
IE..
'w."SERVING IMO $1.291rzn..^..
At. LTral,Pt°;:rt, Ae.ii S1.49 umgrg.
wn,
61:A
ult/7
7 LADLE.
$inO $1.49 sr:mt.
:hi;

4 SALAD FORKS ;:to

INSTANT

$74:11:1:coto

vag

AT
10

E. W. JAMES

sSONS

oz.
JAR ONLY'429
ONE COUPON

:.".4.

PER FAMILY
OFFER EXPIRES MARCH 24th.,1971

Maxweit
Huse

1 OC

HORMEL VIENNA

4 oz.

flnutgatt

weak

$1

FOR

"Mall AMP)

Ki
i
iRKAY

FANCY DELICIOUS
SO

I.,. "MAXI-SAVINGS"

SUPERMARKET

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT

QUANTITIES

3

LBS

1

VELVEETA

CHEESE

THIS AD GOOD THURSDAY MARCH 18 THRU Wta)NESDAY MARC
H 24th. 1971

414

OC

BOX

114 Mew Newts will be es sal. et Mesa spos141
Owes 14,84 festured.558 0.•40IA the pregreaL

k

MAXWELL HOUSE.
coFFEE

29'

LB.

s",`Ii 49C al.=
ili illik sr=

“CL.A11181C
.

4 TEASPOONS

CANS $1

MERIT SALTINE

4
49C 2113s. 1.25
Your No.3 Quality Stamp
Coupons Are Good This
Week For 300 Free
Quality Stamps
LB BAG

40C

$1
394

12 oz. CAN

49c sr.==..
49
(imr.t.

Ei WIJAMES

WITH THIS COUPON
WHEN
YOU BUY A I 00Z.JAR
OF

49c

DANISH CHAMP SANDWICH

The New MN= v411 only ill sold ISIS...'paella prison
I. um Irwin the, Oft teat.f.
d.

.1111

lb.
SO
QU
ALITY STAMPS
WITH THE PURCHASE OF ONES

LBS.

"CLASSIC" TRANIBLIJCIENT

vhsu
t

Xs,

39cStamps

Whole
Plus
orQualit
Half Slab
y

MARBEL STICK

QUALITY

• STAMPS4

4191

SLAB BACON

QUART

AND ADDIT. $5.00 PURCHASE
EXCLUDING
MILK AND TOBACCO PRODUC
TS.

va

REELFOOT

STOKELY'S KOSHER DILL

Alf0)

5th.
WEEK

- Lb. 59c

590
PICKLES
OLEO
LOAF
CORN
6
CRACKERS
DOG FOOD
iisiTE'a MY MIXES
4
SAUSAGE

Start yew set today and seen you'll hare a
couplets movies! This schedule will run
3 does In the next is weeks.

STEELE'S SWEET 303 SIZE CAN

TOKELY'S GRAPEFRUIT

PUREX

54c

22 oz. JAR

GALLON

NSPECI

STEELE'S 303 SIZE CAN

Plus
staalmtptsy

E.W. JAMES BRAND

16 oz.

Lb. 69c

$1.09i LOIN SLICED _ _ _

WITH THIS COUPON

TURNERS OR SWIFTS

POBK CUTLETS

PORK NECK BONES

Lb 39c

470

PORK QUARTER

CLUB STEAK

(Whole et HaN Stick)

ANGLER PINK

lb.

Plus
Quality
Stamps

BONELESF.

FRESH MEATY

BOLOGNA

59C

Plus
Quality
Stamps

U. S. CHOICE

lb. 99
Lime BRAND

BOSTON BUTTS

ROASTING

RIB STEAK
c Plus

:COUNTRY STYLE

RIBS

590

lb.

U.S. CHOICE

Plus
Quality
Stamps

lb. 59c

Plus
Quality'
Stamps

Lb. 10c
-Lb. 59

PORK STEAK

FRESH PORK

SLIC
RF
EDBACON

Lb. 49c
Lb. 19c

NECKS

MI SAVE!
0g

